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MOTTO 
                         
 
“Barangsiapa membawa amal yang baik, Maka baginya (pahala) sepuluh kali 
lipat amalnya; dan Barangsiapa yang membawa perbuatan jahat Maka Dia tidak 
diberi pembalasan melainkan seimbang dengan kejahatannya, sedang mereka 
sedikitpun tidak dianiaya (dirugikan)”. 
Anyone who does something good, they get a reward 10 times goodness. But, 
anyone who does something bad to another people, they get a revenge that 
balanced with it. 
(Q.S Al An’am ayat 160). 
 
“Adhang-adhang tetese embun, pasrah peparing marang gusti kang Maha 
Agung” 
Setelah usaha dengan maksimal kita pasrahkan pada kehendak Allah SWT. 
We must try to reach our purpose in life, then believe to God divine for us. 
(Simbah Jainem, Researcher’s Grandmother) 
 
The way to get started is to quit talking and begin doing 
Cara memulai adalah berhenti berbicara dan lakukan. 
(Paulo Coelho) 
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ABSTRACT 
Santi, 2018. A SURVEY ON THE CHILDREN MOTIVATION IN JOINNING 
RUMAH BACA “TIRAI ILMU” KRAPYAK, PUCANGAN, KARTASURA, 
SUKOHARJO. Thesis. English Education Department, Islamic Education and 
Teacher Training Faculty.   
Advisor : Irwan Rohardiyanto, M.Hum. 
Keywords : children, motivation, age, Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu”. 
Children interests aremotivation-related constructs which concern children 
purposes andreasons for doing achievement activities. Researcher makes guideline 
in this research, such as: children interests, children motivations and children 
activities in Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu”. Researcher was tried to find what the 
children interesting that can influence the motivation factor to join something. It 
gives an impact of children activities especially in joining English activities.    
Researcher was constructing children motivation in a qualitative method 
with believable data resource. She was compared manyof the most frequently 
used measures of these constructs. They alsodiscuss their development during 
childhood and adolescence. The research on the relations of these constructs to 
children characteroutcome and their relations to each other both contiguouslyand 
over time. She was collecting data from observation and interview to get an 
optimum data.   
Children age give a big influence to children interesting in activity, 
especially English activity in Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu”. They like to enjoy the 
English activity in each area that can increase their English capability.  
Suggestions for future research include testing theoreticallyderived predictions 
about how children achievement values,goal orientations, and interest together 
predict variouschildren character outcome; and examining how their relations 
withone another become established and change over time.  
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ABSTRAK 
Santi, 2018. SURVEI MENGENAI MOTIVASI ANAK UNTUK MENGIKUTI 
KEGIATAN DI RUMAH BACA ―TIRAI ILMU‖KRAPYAK, PUCANGAN, 
KARTASURA, SUKOHARJO. Skripsi. Pendidikan Bahasa Inggris, Institut 
Agama Islam Negeri Surakarta 
 
Penasihat : Irwan Rohardiyanto, M.Hum. 
 
Kata kunci : anak-anak, motivasi, usia, Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu”. 
 
Minat anak adalah konstruksi yang berhubungan dengan motivasi yang 
menyangkut tujuan anak-anak dan alasan untuk melakukan kegiatan pencapaian. 
Peneliti membuat panduan dalam penelitian ini, seperti: minat anak, motivasi anak 
dan kegiatan anak di Rumah Baca ―Tirai Ilmu‖. Peneliti mencoba menemukan apa 
yang membuat anak-anak tertarik dan dapat mempengaruhi faktor motivasi untuk 
bergabung dengan suatu kegiatan. Penemuan ini nantinya memberikan dampak 
pada kegiatan anak-anak terutama dalam bergabungnya mereka dalam kegiatan 
berbahasa Inggris. 
Peneliti mensurvei motivasi anak-anak dalam metode kualitatif dengan 
sumber data yang dipercaya. Peneliti  membandingkan banyak ukuran yang paling 
sering digunakan dari konstruksi ini. Peneliti juga membahas perkembangan anak-
anak selama masa kanak-kanak hingga remaja. Penelitian tentang hubungan 
konstruk ini untuk hasil karakter anak-anak dan hubungan mereka satu sama lain 
baik secara berdekatan dan dari waktu ke waktu. Peneliti mengumpulkan data dari 
observasi dan wawancara untuk mendapatkan data yang optimal. 
Usia anak-anak memberikan pengaruh besar bagi anak-anak yang tertarik dalam 
kegiatan, terutama kegiatan berbahasa Inggris di Rumah Baca ―Tirai Ilmu‖. 
Anak-anak menikmati aktivitas bahasa Inggris di setiap area yang dapat 
meningkatkan kemampuan bahasa Inggris mereka. Saran untuk penelitian masa 
depan termasuk pengujian prediksi teoritis yang diturunkan tentang bagaimana 
nilai-nilai pencapaian anak, orientasi tujuan, dan minat bersama memprediksi 
berbagai hasil karakter anak-anak; dan memeriksa bagaimana hubungan mereka 
dengan satu sama lain menjadi lebih baik dan berubah seiring berjalannya waktu
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The first chapter explains of the research reason this research. It is discussed 
through some sub-chapters including the background of the study, identification 
of the problem, limitation of the problem and the definition of key term.    
A. Background of the Research 
Desire is a sense of hoping for object and people; it can show the 
expression of emotions. Desire make person to take action to get what they 
want, it is called fundamental motivation. Desire can be dangerous when 
change into obsessed and grudged. Desire can be reality that supported good 
partner in the appropriate place. Desire related with motivation in a human life 
to increasing life progress. Motivation can be aspect of determining factor that 
developing human knowledge also. Motivation in a hierarchy of needs has 
five aspects to get everything in the world. Children can feel the motivation in 
some ways in the house, school, and everyplace.  
 
Children motivation can build a good self-confident and responsibility in 
their activities. Children need more motivation in an education field,  in 
educational literature, the study of alternative education systems often 
mentions ―open systems‖, ―non -formal education‖, ―distance learning‖, ―non-
conventional studies‖, among other terms. In some cases these are employed 
as synonyms, whereas in others, there is no agreement as to their meanings, 
making it impossible to reach a consensus for their concepts. A more precise 
1 
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definition of such concepts is fundamental, as is their possible classification, 
aimed at better understand and practical utilization.  
 
The researcher analyzes the concepts of informal education, in an attempt 
to define their features, advantages, limitations and inter-relations. Informal 
education is quite diverse from formal education and, particularly, from non-
formal education, although in certain cases it is capable of maintaining a close 
relationship with both. It does not correspond to an organized and systematic 
view of education. It is easy to see that the higher the degree of 
systematization and organization involved in informal education activities, the 
nearer it will be to non-formal education. This is a relevant fact inasmuch as it 
suggests the possibility of transition from informal to non-formal.  
 
Informal Education has special needs that called ―motivation‖for children 
that join in Informal Education always interested with something can make us 
want it. Children not only like something special but also want to join in 
Informal Education. In infants, the researcher can also see a much more direct 
reaction to bodily illnesses of various kinds. Sometimes these illnesses seem 
to be immediately and per se threatening and seem to make the child feel 
unsafe.  
 
The world through a child’s view is an awesome place. Allow children to 
explore and discover their world. Around every corner is an experience just 
waiting to surprise and excite young growing minds; all they need is a small 
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amount of direction and a large amount of freedom. It is not necessary to 
praise and reward children for their own actions as they attempt to control 
their environment. The feelings of accomplishment they gain from results of 
those actions will be reward enough. Providing excessive praise and rewards 
is unnecessary and can actually be harmful to children’s motivation and desire 
to learn. Remember, the habits and attitudes toward learning that are formed in 
these early years set the mood for all future learning.  
 
Another indication of the child's need for safety is his preference for kind 
of undisrupted routine or rhythm. He seems to want a predictable, orderly 
world. For instance, injustice, unfairness, or inconsistency in the parents 
seems to make a child feel anxious and unsafe. This attitude may be not so 
much because of the injustice per se or any particular pains involved, but 
rather because this treatment threatens to make the world look unreliable, or 
unsafe, or unpredictable. Young children seem to thrive better under a system 
which has at least a skeletal outline of rigidity. 
 
Education is important for everyone; we can begin in ―GOLD SESSION‖ 
that was implemented in education for young learners. In this session we can 
rename “educate” with “play together” because young children are often 
happy playing and working alone but in the company of others (Donaldson in 
Longman, 1978). Children development says that first step (infancy | 0-1 years 
old) is about beginning in their life, second step (toddler | 1-2 years old) child 
was learn about walking around, talking something, etc.  
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Third step (early childhood | 2-6 years old), children show about their 
capability and creativity, it’s a suitable session to know what the child dream 
in the future. Fourth step (elementary and middle school years | 6-12 years 
old) child was learn to make their decision about something. Fifth step 
(adolescent | 12-18 years old) child has a main question ―who am I‖ that 
answered when they can develop their self-confidence. Sixth step (adult | 19-
40 years old) is a special step in human life because children was entered in 
love session whereas they need someone for sharing anything. Seventh step 
(40-65 years old), in this step human development in generativist and 
stagnation. Last (>65 years old) is about integrity and despair important. 
(Erickson in Wu, 2003) 
 
Children do many things simply because they want to do them. Children 
like to go to Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu” in everyday with any reason that 
makes them enjoy. Read a book, play a game, and sing a song together. 
Selecting a toy or a shirt to wear is the result of ―intrinsic motivation‖. 
Children make their own choice and achieve satisfaction from both the act of 
choosing and from the opportunity to lay with toy or wear the shirt. Since the 
activity is generating the motivation, it is mostly self-sustaining for as long as 
the child wants to continue the activity. Children also engage in some 
activities because adults tell them to, or in an effort to lease another party.  
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When a child is extrinsically motivated, the reward comes from outside the 
child-it has to be provided by someone else and has to be continually given for 
the child to remain motivated enough to continue the activity. It is more 
difficult for a child to sustain extrinsically motivated activity because of this 
reliance upon some outside force. In which there is a schedule of a kind, some 
sort of routine, something that can be counted upon, not only for the present 
but also far into the future.  
 
Perhaps one could express this more accurately by saying that the child 
needs an organized world rather than an unorganized or unstructured one. In 
addition, in every step has the special need for learning something especially 
learning English. Thus, considering these aspect that motivate children to join 
in Informal Education, the researcher want to discuss ―Children Motivation to 
join Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu”. 
 
B. Identification of the Problem 
Based on the background above, the researcher identifies some problems 
as follows: 
1.  The children interesting to play a game, sing a song, and picture in 
joining RUMAH BACA “TIRAI ILMU”. 
2. The factors of children motivation in physiological needs, safety 
needs, belongingness and love needs, esteem needs, and self-
actualization needs to join RUMAH BACA “TIRAI ILMU”. 
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3. The children activities in learning and playing a game in RUMAH 
BACA “TIRAI ILMU” as an application of English practice. 
 
C. Limitation of the Study 
Based on the background and identification, the problem that arises from 
the research. The researcher makes the limitation of children in a second step 
(toddler | 1-2 years old), Third step (early childhood | 2-6 years old), Fourth 
step (elementary and middle school years | 6-12 years and Fifth step 
(adolescent | 12-18 years old). The research limits the object of this thesis that 
can help researcher to report the result clearly. It is also part of teacher 
preparation with understand characteristic of children. Children always want 
to be a prominent every time when they want something or to do something.   
 
D. Formulation of the Problem 
Based on the research background and limitation of the problem that have 
been stated above, the researcher is going to focus her observation on the 
children motivation to join RUMAH BACA “TIRAI ILMU”. The questions of 
the research are as follow:  
1. How did the children activities at RUMAH BACA ―TIRAI ILMU‖ as 
their practice in English? 
2. What are children interesting’s in RUMAH BACA “TIRAI ILMU” as 
an application of English practice? 
3. What are the factor’s motivate the children in joining RUMAH BACA 
“TIRAI ILMU”? 
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E. Objective of the Research  
Based on the background of the research and formulation of the problem 
that has been stated above, this research is mainly aimed at:  
1. To find out the children activities of RUMAH BACA “TIRAI ILMU” as an 
application of English practice. 
2. To find out the children interesting’s of RUMAH BACA “TIRAI ILMU” as 
an application of English practice. 
3. To find out the factor’s motivate the children in joining RUMAH BACA 
“TIRAI ILMU”. 
 
F. Benefit of the Research 
This research is expected to have the benefits which are able to give to 
proper comprehension to the reader of this research. The benefits of the 
research are divided into two kinds; those are theoretical and practical benefits 
which are expected to give developing linguistic knowledge particularly in 
Pragmatics. 
 
1. Theoretical Benefit 
The result of this research is intended to help the researcher show 
children motivation to join RUMAH BACA “TIRAI ILMU” especially in 
an English learning process. Teacher must know about children motivation 
to deliver material clearly. Sometimes, Teacher knows children ability 
from the score of learning material without consider another side of them. 
It is different when the children in other place to learn something. For 
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English Education, know about children characteristic and children 
interesting influence learning development in Second Language 
Acquisition learning and Teaching English for Young Learner. As a 
teacher in English subject, creative with appropriate tools make children 
interest and enjoy English learning that increase the subject understanding.  
 
2. Practical Benefit 
a. This study is expected to enrich the researcher’s own 
understanding about the application of RUMAH BACA “TIRAI 
ILMU” as a media in informal education in learning English 
process. 
b. For the readers, this thesis provides useful information as well 
as explanation for RUMAH BACA “TIRAI ILMU” that can 
motivate children to join in English practice program there. 
 
G. Definition of Key Term 
In order to make the title is clearer and more accurate, the researcher gives key 
terms. 
1. Children Motivation 
Motivational theories are concerned with the energization and 
direction of behavior. The term motivation is derived from the Latin verb 
movere, which means to move. In other words, motivational theories 
attempt to answer questions about what gets individuals moving 
(energization) and toward what activities or tasks (direction; Pintrich 
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&Schunk, 2002). Higgins and Kruglanski (2000) suggested that this comes 
down to a central question of what do individuals want and whether there 
are basic needs that define what people want. 
 
2. Language and Age 
According to Piaget, language emerges only at the end on the 
sensorimotor period of intellectual development. By the end of that period 
the child has mastered the notion of objects that is independent of his body 
and existing in space and time. The child is also sufficiently decentered to 
know that movements of these objects in space and time are independent if 
his own body movements.  
 
3. Characteristic of Children 
Erikson’s (1994) stages are, in chronological order in which they 
unfold: trust versus mistrust; autonomy versus shame and doubt; initiative 
versus guilt; industry versus inferiority; identity versus identity confusion; 
intimacy versus isolation; generativist versus stagnation; and integrity 
versus despair. Each stage is associated with a time of life and a general 
age span. For each stage, Erikson's theory explains what types of 
stimulation children need to master that stage and become productive and 
well-adjusted members of society and explains the types of problems and 
developmental delays that can result when this stimulation does not occur. 
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4. Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu”  
Rumah Baca provides a place to play and learn either applied 
science that is taught in the scope of school or general knowledge and 
various skills. There are also various programs to increase interest in 
reading community Krapyak, Pucangan, Kartasura hamlet such as 
―Minggu Bersama Buku”, free English lessons, poetry contest, and 
drawing contest. In such activities Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu” invited 
science from various layers of society and students to become volunteers. 
The hope of these programs is to increase reading interest the community 
of Krapyak, Pucangan, Kartasura, and Sukoharjo. (Mr. Onok Sulistyanto 
as founder Rumah Baca "Tirai Ilmu").  
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CHAPTER II 
THEORETICAL REVIEW 
In analyzing this research, it needs the existence of theories to analyze the 
address terms. This chapter contains of several theories related to this research. 
The theories become the basic elements in doing this research.  
A. Children Motivation 
Although there are many theories of motivation, there are only a 
few that the researcher feel can be relevant and valuable in the work 
setting. Before settling on one theory to use in researcher analysis, she 
wants to get a better understanding of some of the most familiar 
motivational theories. She has found that motivational theories have been 
categorized into two main groups: content theories and process theories. 
 
The content theories tend to focus on the needs of the individual, 
try to explain the different factors that contribute to either encouraging or 
halting a behavior within that individual. These theories are also 
appropriately known as ―need-based theories.‖ Some of the more famous 
theories within this category include Maslows’ Hierarchy of Needs Theory 
(1954), McClelland’s Needs Theory (1961), and Herzberg’s Two-Factor 
Theory (1959). The process theories seem to be much more complex and 
delve deeply into the thinking process of the individual, trying to explain 
the ―why‖ or ―how‖ of motivation.  
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Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs Theory is one of the most well-
known motivational theories. Abraham Maslow’s theory identifies five 
levels of hierarchical needs that every individual attempts to accomplish or 
conquer throughout one’s life. The needs start with the physiological 
(hunger, thirst, shelter) and then move upward in a pyramid shape through 
safety, social, and esteem needs, to the ultimate need for self-actualization. 
1. The Physiological Needs 
The needs that are usually taken as the starting point for 
motivation theory are the so-called physiological drives. Two 
recent lines of research make it necessary to revise our customary 
notions about these needs: First, the development of the concept of 
homeostasis, and second, the finding that appetites (preferential 
choices among foods) are a fairly efficient indicatian of actual 
needs or lacks in the body.  
 
Homeostasis refers to the body's automatic efforts to 
maintain a con-stant, normal state of the blood stream. The sexual 
desire, sleepiness, sheer activity and exercise, and lateral behavior 
in animals Are homeostatic has not yet been demonstrated. 
Furthermore, this list would not include the various sensory 
pleasures (tastes, smells, tickling, stroking), which are probably 
physiological and which may become the goals of motivated 
behavior.  
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Nor do we know what to make of the fact that the organism 
has simultaneously a tendency to inertia, laziness and least effort 
and also a need for activity, stimulation, and excitement. The 
physiology needs talk about how human feel sleepy, hungry, tired 
and thirsty. It is about people need without any external factor so 
must finish by them. Besides that, they also feel happy, sad, angry, 
doubt, disappointed, etc. generally this needs only in the internal of 
human especially human body.    
 
2. The Safety Needs 
If the physiological needs are relatively well gratified, there 
then emerges a new set of needs, which we may categorize roughly 
as the safety needs (security; stability; dependency; protection; 
freedom from fear, from anxiety and chaos; need for structure, 
order, law, limits; strength in the protector; and so on). All that has 
heen said to the physiological needs is equally true, although in 
less degree, of these desires. The organism may equally well be 
wholly dominated by them.  
 
They may serve as the almost exclusive organizers of 
behavior, recruiting all the capacities of the organism in their 
service, and we may then fairly describe the whole organism as a 
safety-seeking mechanism. Again we may say of the receptors, the 
effectors, of the intellect, and of the other capacities that they are 
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primarily safety-seeking tools. Again, as in the hungry man, we 
find that the dominating goal is a strong determinant not only of his 
current world outlook and philosophy but also of his philosophy of 
the future and of values.  
 
Children can feel safety in joining some activities when the 
organization has a main policy. Children not only like to know a 
new one about something but also activities company to give an 
instruction. Usually, they try to ask everything to Activities 
Company (volunteer) such as: How to say a word in English? How 
to understand English well? How to read a story clearly? Children 
believe that volunteer can make them know everything and keep 
them during the activities there.     
 
3. The Belongingness and Love Needs 
If both the physiological and the safety needs are fairly well 
gratified, there will emerge the love and affection and 
belongingness needs, and the whole cycle already described will 
repeat itself with this new center. Now the person will feel keenly, 
as never before, the absence of friends, or a sweetheart, or a wife, 
or children. He will hunger for affectionate relations with people in 
general, namely, for a place in his group or family, and he will 
strive with great intensity to achieve this goal. He will want to 
attain such a place more than anything else in the world and may 
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even forget that once, when he was hungry, he sneered at love as 
unreal or unnecessary or unimportant.  
 
Now he will feel sharply the pangs of loneliness, of 
ostracism, of rejection, of friendlessness, of rootlessness. We have 
very little scientific information about the belongingness need, 
although this is a common theme in novels, autobiographies, 
poems, and plays and also in the newer sociological literature. 
From these we know in a general way the destructive effects on 
children of moving too often; of disorientation; of the general over-
mobility that is forced by industrialization; of being without roots, 
or of despising one's roots, one's origins, one's group; of being torn 
from one's home and family, and friends and neighbors; of being a 
transient or a newcomer rather than a native. 
 
We still underplay the deep importance of the 
neighborhood, of one's territory, of one's clan, of one's own "kind," 
one's class, one's gang, one's familiar working colleagues. I will 
content myself with recommending a single book that says all this 
with great poignancy and conviction and that helps us understand 
our deeply animal tendency to herd, to flock, to join, to belong. 
Perhaps also, Ardrey's territorial imperative will help to make all 
of this conscious. Its very rashness was good for me because it 
stressed as crucial what i had been only casual about and forced me 
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to think seriously about the matter. Perhaps it will do the same for 
the reader.  
 
4. The Esteem Needs 
All people in our society (with a few pathological 
exceptions) have a need or desire for a stale, firmly based, usually 
high evaluation of themselves, for self-respect, or self-esteem, and 
for the esteem of others. These needs may therefore be classified 
into two subsidiary sets. These are, first, the desire for strength, for 
achievement, for adequacy, for mastery and competence, for 
confidence in the face of the world, and for independence and 
freedom. 
 
Second, we have what we may call the desire for reputation 
or prestige (defining it as respect or esteem from other people), 
status, fame and glory, dominance, recognition, attention, 
importance, dignity, or appreciation. These needs have been 
relatively stressed by Alfred Adler and his followers, and have 
been relatively neglected by Freud. More and more today, 
however, there is appearing widespread appreciation of their 
central importance, among psychoanalysts as well as among 
clinical psychologist. 
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The most stable and therefore most healthy self-esteem is 
based on deserved respect from others rather than on external fame 
or celebrity and unwarranted adulation. Even here it is helpful to 
distinguish the actual competence and achievement that is based on 
sheer will power, determination and responsibility, from that which 
comes naturally and classily out of one's own true inner nature, 
one's constitution, one’s biological fate or destiny, or as honey puts 
it, out of one's real self rather than out of the ideal. 
 
5. The Need for Self-Actualization 
This term, first coined by Kurt Goldstein, is being used in 
this book in a much more specific and limited fashion.' it refers to 
man's desire for self-fulfillment, namely, to the tendency for him to 
become actualized in what he is potentially. This tendency might 
be phrased as the desire to become more and more what one 
idiosyncratically is, to become everything that one is capable of 
becoming. The specific form that these needs will take will of 
course vary greatly from person to person. In one individual it may 
take the form of the .desire to be an ideal mother, in another it may 
be expressed athletically, and in still another it may be expressed in 
painting pictures or in inventions.6 at this level, individual 
differences are greatest. 
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This final need for self-actualization is defined as one’s 
desire and striving towards maximum personal potential. The 
pyramid shape to the theory is intended to show that some needs 
are more important that others and must be satisfied before the 
other needs can serve as motivators (Schermerhorn, 2003). 
―According to Maslow, once a lower-level need has been largely 
satisfied, its impact on behavior diminishes‖ (Hunsaker, 2005). 
 
One of the difficulties with using this theory to analyze 
organizations is that although it may appear very easy to 
implement, it is difficult to relate this distinct five-level hierarchy 
within an organization. Many times when this theory has been 
used, the results show that the needs that contribute to motivation 
more heavily vary according to the level of the individual, the size 
of the organization, and even the geographic location of the 
company.  
 
A good many personal qualities that can be perceived on the 
surface and that seem at first to be various and unconnected may be 
understood as manifestations or derivatives of a more fundamental single 
attitude, namely, of a relative lack of overriding guilt, of crippling shame, 
and of extreme or severe anxiety. This is in direct contrast with the 
neurotic person who in every instance may be described as crippled by 
guilt and/or shame and/or anxiety. Even the normal member of our culture 
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feels unnecessarily guilty or ashamed about too many things and has 
anxiety in too many unnecessary situations.  
 
Our healthy individuals find it possible to accept themselves and 
their own nature without chagrin or complaint or, for that matter, even 
without thinking about the matter very much. They can accept their own 
human nature in the stoic style, with all its shortcomings, with all its 
discrepancies from the ideal image without feeling real concern. It would 
convey the wrong impression to say that they are self-satisfied. What we 
must say rather is that they can take the frailties and sins, weaknesses, and 
evils of human nature in the same unquestioning spirit with which one 
accepts the characteristics of nature. One does not complain about water 
because it is wet or about rocks because they are hard, or about trees 
because they are green. As the child looks out upon the world with wide, 
uncritical, undemanding, innocent eyes, simply noting and observing what 
is the case, without either arguing the matter or demanding that it be 
otherwise, so does the self-actualizing person tend to look upon human 
nature in him and in others. This is of course not the same as resignation in 
the eastern sense, but resignation too can be observed in our subjects, 
especially in the face of illness and death. 
 
Children then begin to feel successful only if someone else rewards 
them for accomplishments. They lose their intrinsic motivation and may 
only feel success when someone else judges them as successful. In such 
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situations, children may not develop feelings of self-worth, and will judge 
their own value by someone else’s standards. Your child should never 
need to ask, ―Did I do well?‖ She should know and be confident in her 
own successes. There are several strategies parents can use to help 
children remain more fully intrinsically motivated.  
a. Provide an environment (through age appropriate toys, 
activities, etc.) that allows children to freely explore and to 
see the effect of their actions (i.e., toys that have visible or 
tangible changes when moved). 
 
b. Allow children ample time when working to allow for 
persistence. When children are deeply involved with an 
activity, make sure that they can finish without interruption. 
Resist the natural urge to ―help,‖ and let the child know it. 
 
c. Respond to children’s needs in a consistent, predictable 
manner, but allow them to be as independent as possible. 
This does NOT mean ceding all control to your child. All 
children need clearly defined limits. Playtime, however, 
need not be structured and organized. Let your kid be a kid! 
 
d. Provide many opportunities for children and adults to 
explore together and interact directly. It is important for 
both children and adults to be working together on an 
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activity. This lets you observe, model, and encourage your 
child. 
 
e. Provide situations that give children an acceptable 
challenge.  Activities are slightly difficult for the child will 
be more motivating and provide for stronger feelings of 
success when accomplished. This may take some trial and 
error at first. 
 
f. Give children opportunities to evaluate their own 
accomplishments. Rather than stating that you think they 
have done a good job, ask them what they think of their 
work. You’ll never go wrong by asking the question, ―What 
do YOU think?‖ 
g. Do not use excessive rewards. They tend to undermine 
children’s ability to value themselve. Praise and rewards 
should be based upon children’s effort and persistence, 
rather than on the actual accomplishment. 
The world through a child’s eyes is an awesome place. Allow 
children to explore and discover their world. Around every corner is an 
experience just waiting to surprise and excite young growing minds; all 
they need is a small amount of direction and a large amount of freedom. It 
is not necessary to praise and reward children for their own actions as they 
attempt to control their environment. The feelings of accomplishment they 
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gain from results of those actions will be reward enough. Providing 
excessive praise and rewards is unnecessary and can actually be harmful to 
children’s motivation and desire to learn. Remember, the habits and 
attitudes toward learning that are formed in these early years set the mood 
for all future learning.  
B. Language and Age 
 
The history of a language is the result of the linguistic and cultural 
history of countless generations. For this reason, out of scientific curiosity, 
in line with developments in other fields, linguists in the late 19
th
 and early 
20
th
 century set themselves the task of reconstructing earlier languages and 
investigating how linguistic change takes place. It was a time in which 
there was a great deal of interest in reconstructing protolanguages and 
establishing the main language families. And it meant recognizing 
something that had always been known intuitively: that language too have 
an age and ancestors, an age that to some extent runs parallel to the sum of 
generations of their speakers. 
 
Languages may not have changed in the middle Ages the way they 
can today, when the media amplifies and makes global what used to be 
local. Nevertheless there are also changes that can be traced over the 
course of just a few decades. And they relate to the way time passes for 
individual speakers and how they talk. The most widely used guide to 
usage in Spain, Manuel Seco’s Diccionario de dudas y dificultades de la 
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lengua española [Dictionary of doubts and difficulties in the Spanish 
language], was first published in 1961. It gave answers to the linguistic 
questions that concerned people at the time and was such a success that the 
author did not have time, between one edition and the next, or one reprint 
and the next, to give it a thorough revision until 1986, with the ninth 
edition. Twenty-five years had passed when Seco (1961) wrote: 
In this interval the language has, of course, continued its ceaseless 
evolution. Thus, while many of the points covered in this work have not 
changed perceptibly, others have ceased to be problems, either because 
they were decided one way or the other, once and for all, or simply 
because they faded away, and others have emerged as new difficulties for 
speakers of the language. And yet others have, while being old, taken on a 
new twist that justifies taking a fresh look at them. 
 
So, in the space of twenty-five years many difficulties of Spanish 
had not changed; others were no longer a matter of doubt; partly because 
some of them no longer existed; and other new issues had arisen, some of 
them old, but worth addressing from a new perspective. New and old are 
repeated as normal adjectives for certain features of language. Most of the 
changes arise out of this tension between ―old‖ and ―new‖ which is 
undoubtedly related to speakers’ ages, as although the mother tongue is 
passed on in childhood by contact between the generations, it takes on a 
different hue in each stage of life.  
 
Obviously, for reasons related to how the brain works, infancy is 
the stage at which linguistic capacities are greatest in terms of everything 
to do with the process of language acquisition. Families and the 
community are witnesses to this rapid process and the enormous brain 
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plasticity of children up to a certain age, enabling them not only to learn 
their mother tongue, but any others they are in contact with, thus the 
undeniable importance of early teaching of other languages to make 
children bilingual or trilingual. Like so many other skills, children’s 
linguistic capabilities develop out of contact with older speakers who 
already master the language. Thus, little by little they acquire the mother 
tongue, as historically it has been mothers, or other women entrusted with 
bringing up the children, who have played the role of language educators 
in the family, and even at school. 
 
Objects exist only as ―indexes and signals‖ at the end of the 
sensorimotor period. Indexes are signifiers that stand for objects but are 
not differentiated from them. For example, the mother’s voice is an index 
of the mother (for the child) but not distinct from the mother. Signals are 
also not distinct from the object whose presence they signal; the ring of the 
bell is not differentiated from the bell. In the course of his second year of 
development, the child acquires a symbolic (or semiotic) function-the 
ability to use signs and symbols to represent an object that is not present. 
In games, blocks become symbols of bricks or people. Through the 
process of imitation, the child begins to make the transition from indexes 
to symbols. As he develops interiorized imitation (he can imagine an 
object or event or act), it becomes a source of symbols and language. 
(Piaget, 1970) 
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Language is used for doing things. People use it everyday 
conversation for transacting business, planning meals, and vacations, 
debating, politics, gossiping. Novelists, reporters, and scientists rely on the 
written word to entertain, inform and persuade. All these instances of 
language use activities in which people do things with language and also 
use in the book. Over the years, when I have asked people for instances of 
language use, they have offered such examples as ―conversation‖, ―reading 
a novel‖, ―policemen interrogating a suspect‖, ―putting on a play‖, ―talking 
to oneself‖, and dozens more. The answer is remarkable for their range. To 
get a sense of that range, let us look at the answer classified by scene and 
medium. The scene is where the language use takes place. The medium is 
whether the language use is spoken or signed or gestural, or written or 
printed, or mixed. I will use setting for the scene and medium combined 
and divide the media simply into spoken and written forms. 
1. Spoken setting 
The spoken setting mentioned most often is conversation-either 
face to face or on the telephone. Conversations may be devoted to 
gossip, business transaction, or scientific matters, but they are 
characterized by free exchange of turns among the two or more 
participants.  
 
2. Written setting 
When printing, writing, and literacy were introduced, people 
adapted spoken language to the printed medium so it is no surprise 
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that written use have many of the characteristic of spoken ones. 
The written setting most like conversations are the personal setting, 
when people write to others they are personally acquainted with, as 
when I write my sister a letter, or written a colleague message on 
the computer. In computer settings where the writing and reading 
on two terminals are simultaneous, the experience can resemble 
conversation even more closely. Many written message, however, 
are directed not at individuals known to the writer, but a type of 
individual, such as ―the reader of the New York Times‖ or ―the 
reader of Science‖. 
Age is one of the variables the sociolinguist takes into account, 
because, from the moment speakers are socialised to behave in a particular 
way, the way they speak tends to fit in with what is expected of a certain 
age group. Scientific studies show that the age variable should not be taken 
in isolation, but correlated with others such as education, sex, etc. because, 
it does not affect uneducated rural speakers in the same way as urban 
speakers embedded in a multitude of social networks. 
Time and age are therefore decisive factors. For this reason, 
depending on their degree of development, linguists talk about processes of 
change that are recent, in progress or obsolescent; and they study them in 
apparent time, comparing how speakers of different ages address them, to 
simulate what their recent history might have been; or real time, to identify 
how they might be like in the future. To do so, they resort to setting 
generations, or at least, establishing age groups, because there are normally 
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languages differences between them, as the experience of any language 
speaker attests.   
The age at which individuals master the rules, although language 
learning begins intensively in infancy, it is in late adolescence and youth 
that stable characteristics emerge, although it is worth noting that there are 
speakers who can adopt certain changes at any time in their life to adapt to 
usages considered prestigious. Moreover, the cut off points between ages 
that once made up rigid stages have become a much more flexible 
continuum, with fuzzy edges: today, adolescence spills over into the end of 
what was once considered childhood, and youth stretches well into what 
was once adulthood, while maturity has also been shifted, with a delay in 
old age. 
 
C. Characteristic of Children 
 
Biologically, a child is a human being between the stages of birth 
and puberty. The legal definition of child generally refers to a minor, 
otherwise known a person younger than the age of majority. Child may 
also describe a relationship with a parents (such as sons and daughters) or 
metaphorically, an authority figure, or signify group membership in a clan, 
tribe, or religion; it can also signify being strongly affected by a specific 
time, place, or circumstance, as in ―child is nature‖. Erik Erikson’s 
psychosocial theory (1994) focuses on development across the entire 
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lifespan. At each stage, children and adults face a developmental crisis that 
serves as a major turning point.  
 
Erikson’s stages are, in chronological order in which they unfold: 
trust versus mistrust; autonomy versus shame and doubt; initiative versus 
guilt; industry versus inferiority; identity versus identity confusion; 
intimacy versus isolation; generativist versus stagnation; and integrity 
versus despair. Each stage is associated with a time of life and a general 
age span. For each stage, Erikson's theory explains what types of 
stimulation children need to master that stage and become productive and 
well-adjusted members of society and explains the types of problems and 
developmental delays that can result when this stimulation does not occur.  
 
For example, the first psychosocial stage is trust versus mistrust, 
and it spans from birth to about age one year. During this phase, if children 
are consistently provided all their basic needs such as food, clean diapers, 
warmth, and loving affection and soothing from caregivers, they will learn 
that they can trust other people in their environment to love them and to 
take care of them, and they will believe the world is good. If infants are 
neglected and not given these things consistently or if they are taken care 
of roughly and unpredictably, they will learn to question their caretakers 
and to believe that others will not always be there to support them when 
it’s needed. Learning to trust others is the first necessary step to learning 
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how to have loving, supportive relationships with others and to have a 
positive self-image. 
 
The second stage, autonomy versus shame and doubt, spans ages 
one to three years. When children are autonomous, they feel confident that 
they can make their own choices and decisions and those they will be 
positive experiences. Young children become autonomous when 
caregivers are supportive and give children the safe space to make their 
own decisions and to experiment with their bodies and problem-solving 
skills without shaming or ridiculing the child. When children feel shame 
and doubt, they believe that they are not capable of making valid decisions 
and not capable of doing everyday tasks. This will begin stunting a 
positive self-esteem as these small children start seeing themselves as 
―stupid.‖ 
 
The third stage, initiative versus guilt, spans ages three to six years. 
When children develop initiative, they continue to develop their self-
concept and gain a desire to try new things and to learn new things while 
being responsible for their actions to some extent. If caregivers continue to 
give children a safe space to experiment and appropriate stimuli to learn, 
the children will continue to find their purpose. However, if caregivers try 
to create too many strict boundaries around what children can do and to 
force too much responsibility on kids, children will feel extreme guilt for 
their inability to complete tasks perfectly. This is just a taste of Erickson’s 
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ideas. Hopefully, these paragraphs will help explain his way of thinking 
and organizing development. The rest of Erikson's stages will be outlined 
in detail in future documents in this series as they become age-related. 
(Erikson, 1994) 
Sigmund Freud (2010:17) says that child structure is das es mean 
that child to do anything that they want.    
“….struktur anak ada waktu dilahirkan adalah das es yang 
mendorong anak untuk memuaskan nafsu-nafsunya. Das es  dalam 
perkembagannya karena pengaruh lingkungan, menimbulkan 
struktur das ich (aku) yang berfungsi sebagai penentu diri 
terhadap dunia luar maupun terhadap das es  sesuai dengan 
realita…” 
 
Several characteristic attached to children are that children like 
playing, talk about ―here and now‖, and understand and retain the meaning 
better when they have seen some object associated with them. 
1. Children like playing 
One characteristic of children is that they love 
playing, they do like playing. Children like playing and 
learn things while playing the emphasis in the use of games 
for language learning is successful communication rather 
than on correctness on language Hafiled (in Fauziati, 
1985:171). Furthermore, Hadfield states that games should 
regarded as an integral part of the language syllabus, not 
amusing activity for Saturday afternoon or for the end of 
term (Hafield 1985:4). 
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2. The Children talk about “here and now” 
Adults both observe and impose the cooperative 
principle when they talk to young children. They make 
what they say relevant, talk about ―here and now‖ of the 
child’s world. They encourage children to take their turns 
and make their contributions truthful by correcting them 
(Clark and Clark, 1977:322). The phenomena imply that the 
children’s world involves around the here and now. 
Therefore they should not be asked to discuss abstract 
things or life and situation in the past or in the future. In 
other words, children’s interest in narrower restricted 
primarily to themselves, their immediate surroundings, their 
families, and friends. Teaching and learning process, 
therefore, should give enough opportunities for them to use 
English in every day contexts. Children learn by doing; 
they learn language by using it listening to it, speaking it, 
writing it (Palim & Power, 1990:8).  
 
3. Association and memory 
Children understand and retain the meaning better 
when they have seen some objects associated with it. For 
this reason, the teacher should expose the students to real 
life situations; when this is not impossible, the visual aid 
can serve as a useful substitute, as pictures and their images 
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are more vivid than words. Thus, in teaching and learning 
process pictures should be an integral part of every 
teacher’s professional equipment. (See Ernestova, 
1998:278) 
Young children learn from everything they do. They are naturally 
curious; they want to explore and discover. If their explorations bring 
pleasure or success, they will want to learn more. During these early years, 
children form attitudes about learning that will last a lifetime. Children 
who receive the right sort of support and encouragement during these 
years will be creative, adventurous learners throughout their lives.  
Children who do not receive this sort of support and interaction are 
likely to have a much different attitude about learning later in life. 
Children do many things simply because they want to do them. Selecting a 
toy or a shirt to wear is the result of ―intrinsic motivation.‖ The child 
makes her own choice and achieves satisfaction from both the act of 
choosing and from the opportunity to play with the toy or wear the shirt. 
Since the activity is generating the motivation, it is mostly self-sustaining 
for as long as the child wants to continue the activity.  
Children also engage in some activities because adults tell them to, 
or in an effort to please another party. These activities are ―extrinsically 
motivated.‖ When a child is extrinsically motivated, the reward comes 
from outside the child—it has to be provided by someone else, and has to 
be continually given for the child to remain motivated enough to continue 
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the activity.  It is more difficult for a child to sustain extrinsically 
motivated activity because of this reliance upon some outside force.  
Since intrinsically motivated activity is more rewarding in and of 
itself, children learn more from this sort of activity, and they retain that 
learning better. Intrinsically motivated children are more involved in their 
own learning and development. In other words, a child is more likely to 
learn and retain information when he is intrinsically motivated – when he 
believes he is pleasing himself. Parents can build on this sense of 
confidence by guiding their child’s play and activities while still giving the 
child a range of options. This unstructured play is an essential element of 
the child’s motivation, learning, and development. 
D. Kind of Education  
 
The main purpose of education is to create a knowledgeable 
society with high literate citizens. In short, education involves a 
government that recognizes the value of an educated citizenry and 
supports school systems with curricular designed to meet changing social 
needs. Although education considered as traditional system with national 
recognition, it still implies some drawbacks that could not fully serve the 
needs of today’s world. With mostly theoretical based studies, learners are 
passively received new knowledge from teachers and formed their 
worldview with certain thinking frameworks. This will discourage the 
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students’ ability to see the big pictures and hence, limited their creativity 
and other important soft skills.  
 
Correspond to the education process normally adopted by our 
schools and universities. Formal education institutions are 
administratively, physically and circularly organized and require from 
students a minimum classroom attendance. There is a program that 
teachers and students alike must observe, involving intermediate and final 
assessments in order to advance students to the next learning stage. It 
confers degrees and diplomas pursuant to a quite strict set of regulations. 
The methodology is basically expositive, scarcely relating to the desired 
behavioral objectives - as a matter of fact, it is but seldom that such targets 
are operationally established. Assessments are made on a general basis, for 
administrative purposes and are infrequently used to improve the 
education process. Their character is, for the most part, punitive, obeying a 
mono-directional methodology that fails to stimulate students and to 
provide for their active participation in the process, though in most cases, 
failures are ascribed to them.  
 
The setting-up of a formal education system does not consider the 
students’ standards, values and attitudes that are relevant to the education 
system which, generally, is not tested or assessed at the level of student 
acceptance, as well as for efficacy and efficiency. The same methodology - 
poor, ineffective, scarcely creative - is adopted, whether the universe 
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contains 10, 50 or 200 students. Another institutional resources than the 
expositive method are seldom employed andwhen they are employed, the 
basic learning principles are disregarded. The subjects are presented in 
isolated blocks, whether as to content or methodology.As seen, formal 
education has a well-defined set of features. Whenever one or more of 
these is absent, we may safely state that the educational process has 
acquired non-formal features.Therefore, if a given education system is not 
presentable most of the time - non-contiguous communication - we may 
say that it has non-formal education features. 
 
1. Formal Education 
Formal Education is how learning process in English run well. 
Teacher must give English subject in the classroom with all of 
complement and he must make course outline with supporting 
properties. Students can get a best appreciate when they can get a best 
score without consider how students can understand the subject in the 
future. Usually, formal education can make students bored to learn 
about the subject especially English because they always in the room. 
It can give bad effect to students emotional whose need knowledge, 
teacher must to do an interesting method in explain this subject. 
Characteristic of formal education such as: For example kindergarten, 
elementary school, junior high school, senior high school, college.  
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2. Informal Education  
Informal Education is the learning process that individuals can 
acquire outside of formal institution. It is the wise, respectful and 
spontaneous process of cultivating learning which works through 
conversation, and the exploration and enlargement of experience [Jeffs 
& Smith 2011]. Such activities as visiting museum, conversation 
between family, watching television, reading books, networking 
events, attending conferences could be classified as in –formal 
education. For example home schooling, TPA, library, radio, 
television. Hence, the informal learning could be effortlessly occurred 
outside traditional curricula however at the same time implicitly take 
place within formal and non-formal programs.  
 
However, it is important to note that the learning which obtained 
informally does not necessary to have specific objectives. There 
generally being no control over the performed activities, informal 
education does not of necessity regard the providing of degrees or 
diplomas, it merely a supplement of both formal and non-formal 
education [Dib, 1988].  Besides, informal education can be understood 
as a social-cultural constructed concept whereas individuals who grow 
up in particular society might affect by that particular norms and social 
values.  
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Individuals can learn socially within a culture of community and 
with the involvement of others (Apple, Gandin, & Hypolito, 
2001).Informal education is aimed at students as much as at the public 
at large and imposes no obligations whatever their nature. There 
generally being no control over the performed activities, informal 
education does not of necessity regard the providing of degrees or 
diplomas; it merely supplements both formal and non-formal 
education. Informal education for instance comprises the following 
activities: 
a. Visits to museums or to scientific and other fairs and exhibits, 
etc. 
b. Listening to radio broadcasting or watching TV program on 
educational or scientific themes. 
c. Reading texts on sciences, education, technology, etc. in 
journals and magazines 
d. Participating in scientific contests, etc. 
e. Attending lectures and conferences. There are many instances of 
situations/activities encompassed by informal education, from 
those that may take place in the students’ homes - such as 
scientific or didactic games, manipulation of kits, experiments, 
reading sessions (biographies, scientific news, etc.) - to 
institutional activities – lectures in institutions, visiting 
museums, etc. 
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E. History of Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu” 
 
Rumah Baca exists sinceSeptember 2015 when IAIN delegate 
astudent for finish the assignment in a month. They try to observe and 
make problem formulation in there. They find out some problem that 
makes them interesting to recognize the culture in society. Afterthat, they 
make a plan that was start at Octoberwith any obstacle and the limitation is 
prove the development of literation. This project begin with fulfill the 
book collection that have one hundred exemplar. It’s around lesson book, 
story book, alphabet book, fruit book, vegetable book, etc.  
 
Rumah Baca not only library for children but also play area for 
develop their English language ability. Rumah Baca has program 
volunteerism per a week to do ―Minggu Bersama Buku” agendas. 
Volunteer programwill open for everyone that wants to cooperate with 
Rumah Bacato help English learning process, Make some handicraft and 
to do all of program in there. Everyone that join to volunteer in Rumah 
Bacaas a family and try do the best for around there. Children can learn 
anything in Rumah Bacaand also can invited their friends or family to join 
in there.  
 
Rumah Baca provides a place to play and learn either applied 
science that is taught in the scope of school or general knowledge and 
various skills. There are also various programs to increase interest in 
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reading community Krapyak, Pucangan, Kartasura hamlet such as 
―Minggu Bersama Buku”, free English lessons, poetry contest, and 
drawing contest. In such activities Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu” invited 
science from various layers of society and students to become volunteers. 
The hope of these programs is to increase reading interest the community 
of Krapyak, Pucangan, Kartasura, Sukoharjo. 
 
In November 2015, English learning process completed with fun 
games, retelling story, and poetry. Rumah Baca mixes the schedule per a 
week for getting the children attention and make them enjoy for learn it. 
Fun games technique has a main purpose to develop of children cognitive 
aspect. Children can play something and learn in the same time. Its also 
make them remember a lot because they like something funny. This 
technique show in a combination method such as: 
 
1. Guessing word 
Children like to learn more when they can join in a play, like a 
guessing word that asks children to thinking about it. 
Tutor/volunteer makes some block that has a blank word in a 
card, children must find the card that missed from the block 
then they try to match the card to the block. When the card is a 
match word, block shows about something and children must 
say it loudly with the translation also. 
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2. Flash card 
Volunteer have a box of card that show about number, fruit, 
vegetable and transportation. Children can choose one of them 
and start the game. Volunteer put off the card with the picture 
on top then the children guess the name of it. They have three 
chances to ask the help and answer the question.  
 
3. Traditional child games 
The first traditional game is Engklek; we know Engklek is a 
simple game without any property. It is used foot of people that 
join in this games, count of this game is numbering in English. 
This game need 4 people, when one of them fell down he is 
lose and get a punishment. There are 2 punishment ―look 
around or look at me‖, ―look around‖ is the person who lose 
must say everything around there with English and ―look at 
me‖ is the person who lose must singing a song or acting like 
his/her idol.   
 
The second is silent and seek, this game same with “petak 
umpet”. Children do hompimpa to choose a seeker, then he/she 
count one until ten to give a time for silent in a secret place. 
Seeker was looking around the area with singing ―hello my 
friend, hello my friend. Where are you? Where are you? I will 
to find you, I will to find you. Oh, it’s you. Oh, it’s you.‖ 
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(Watermelon song ryhtm). If seeker can get all of children, he 
is a winner and gets a reward from the Volunteer.  
 
The third is Jeblosan, this game need 2 group with 4 people for 
each group. Leader of group is ―mom‖ that must hold another 
people for protect each other. ―mom‖ in 2 group guessing some 
word in English to Indonesia when one of them lose, another 
―mom‖ can call one name to broke up the grasp. Then, the 
people must join in there group if he/she can’t broke up the 
grasp. It will continue until one of ―mom‖ has children again. 
 
4. Retelling a Story 
Then, retelling story completed with properties; doll, paper, 
puppets, etc. Story can choose by the children randomly in a 
story book about fable or legend. It has a main purpose to 
recognize about important story with English language.  
In addition to protect children from negative activities, the Rumah 
Baca “Tirai Ilmu” of science also dedicates in the field of environmental 
management of waste plastic bottles to be made a handicraft that has a sale 
value. It also aims to create a clean environment from bottled waste. There 
is also the use of ice cream sticks that will eventually be used as objects 
that have value to sell. As well as in the field of musical creations, Rumah 
Baca “Tirai Ilmu” of science also make video clips children to develop art 
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creations in the field of film and also make short films that imply a moral 
value. 
Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu” certified by Pustaka Bergerak that 
proven it’s a competence instance for being a nation developer in literacy. 
It’s beginning with simplicity instance that wants to influence child like to 
read. Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu”is not only offering about English learning 
but also creativity to making a handicraft. Handicraft is children cognitive 
session to know how they can learn.  
Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu” joins in Gerakan Kampung 
Membacaand Kopi leso (komunitas penggiat literasi se-solo raya) with 
another community such as: 
a. Pustaka Anak Indonesia, (Gaten Rt.6, Rw.1Dibal, Ngemplak, 
Boyolali) 
b. Rumah baca Sangkrah (Sangkrah, Solo) 
c. Jendela pustaka (Klaten) 
d. Rumah baca Arimbi (Serengan) 
e. Sanggar Baca Trilogi (Palur, Karanganyar) 
f. Rumah Baca Sang petualang (Wonogiri) 
g. KOPERJAS (Komunitas Perustakaan Jalanan Solo) 
 
Researcher was chosen Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu”as research place 
that interesting and develop with the program of institute, submission 
program. IAIN was delegated some students to stay in these area in a 
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month. They were observed the method of human life and culture progress 
also. The people around Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu” need to increasing read 
a book interest. 
F. Previous Related Study  
 
In this study, researcher takes some previous study in order to get 
the significant development of knowledge in this era. It can help 
researcher to open mind around the subject of the research. The first 
previous research in the journal of Educational Psychology with the title 
―A Motivational Science Perspective on the Role of Student 
Motivation in Learning and Teaching Contexts” by Pintrich, 2003 that 
concern about motivation in science perspective. This journal leads with 
some question, such as what do students want? What motivates students in 
classrooms? How do students get what they want?  Do students know what 
they want or what motivates them? How does motivation lead to cognition 
and cognition to motivation? How does motivation change and develop? 
And what is the role of context and culture? In terms of the first two 
questions, it appears that students’ understandings and beliefs about 
motivation become more differentiated over time, with more complex 
meanings and understandings of ability, effort, intelligence, interest, and 
value emerging with age.  
 
The second research is ―A Motivated Exploration of Motivation 
Terminology” by P. Karen Murphy Ohio State University and Patricia A. 
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Alexander University of Maryland. A previous version of this paper was 
presented at the annual meeting of the Educational Research Association 
in San Diego, April, 1998. The authors thank Emily Anderson, Kathryn 
Wentzel, Allan Wigfield, James Royer, Dennis Smith, and the members of 
the expert panel for their insights regarding the contents of this review. It’s 
completed with table: Nominated Journals Physically Searched for 
Relevant Articles, Motivation Terms and Corresponding Definitions and 
Conceptual Definitions of Selected Achievement Motivation Terms. 
 
Next research is ―Ability conceptions, motivation and 
development” by Carol S. Dweck, Columbia University, USA in 2003. 
He was argued that the meaning systems that children develop can lead 
them along qualitatively different developmental pathways. Adolescents 
believing in fixed traits of the self and adolescents believing in personal 
qualities that can be cultivated may move through adolescence asking 
different questions (Am I smart or dumb? Am I a winner or a loser? Vs. 
What am I interested in? What skills and knowledge do I want to 
cultivate?) And therefore setting different life tasks for themselves during 
this important developmental period. In conclusion, the literature on the 
development of ability conceptions is of interest in its own right, but it has 
also allowed us to raise key issues about motivation and about 
development in general. 
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Then, research come from Wahyu Tri Utami (2014) “A 
Correlation study between students’ motivation and students’ vocabulary 
mastery toward reading comprehension in the English Grade students of 
SMP Muhammadiyah 04 Sambi in academic year of 2013/2014”. State 
Islamic Institute of Surakarta (IAIN) students from the thesis, it is known 
that there is a positive significant correlation between students’ motivation 
and students’ vocabulary mastery towards reading comprehension. About 
50, 6% variants of students reading comprehension could be explained by 
students’ motivation and vocabulary mastery. About 49, 4% influence by 
another factor of students there.  
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CHAPTER III 
  RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  
A. Research Design 
In this research, the researcher used the descriptive qualitative method. 
Brumfit and Mitchel (1995:11) states descriptive research will aim at 
providing as accurate an account as possible of what current practice is, how 
learners learn, how teacher’s method, what the design of classroom at a 
particular moment in particular place. This method was used to discover the 
phenomenon as seen from participants’ point of view (Creswell, 1994). 
Whereas the descriptive method is a kind of method in which the researcher 
does not only collect the data, but also analyze and interpret them 
(Surakhman, 1994:139).  
 
The research of descriptive qualitative is a research intended to 
comprehend the phenomenon of what is experienced by the research subject, 
for instance the behavior, perception, motivation, action, etc. In descriptive 
qualitative method is also called naturalistic inquiry (Sugiyono, 2006:14) 
because it studies a phenomenon in natural way. This research paradigm is 
chosen because it is desired to make an interpretative and natural 
understanding about the subject of the study. As stated by Denzin and Lincoln 
(1994:2), qualitative research is ―multi method in focus, involving an 
interpretative, naturalistic approach to its subject matter‖. The researcher 
focuses on children motivation in joining learning process in Rumah Baca 
“Tirai Ilmu” Krapyak, Pucangan, Kartasura, Sukoharjo.  
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This study is mean to describe the factors that motivate children to join in 
Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu” Krapyak, Pucangan, Kartasura, Sukoharjo. The 
researcher wants to show the factor to make the reader especially teacher to 
understand how can motivate children in learning process. This would help the 
reader to understand what is happening in the environment during the 
observation, such as what the participants’ view and what the activities which 
occur in the research location (Emzir, 2008:1774). The data research will form 
the word that show the descriptive method use to help describe about a survey 
of children motivation in joinning Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu” Krapyak, 
Pucangan, Kartasura, Sukoharjo. 
 
B. Setting of the research 
 
1. Place of the research 
This research was conducted at Rumah Baca ―Tirai Ilmu‖. The 
setting this research located in Gang Nakula Rt. 01/ Rw. 07 Krapyak, 
Pucangan, Kartasura, Sukoharjo, Jawa Tengah 57168. The 
coordinators of Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu” are Onok Sulistiyanto & 
Aris Hidayatulloh. This instance has facilities that support the teaching 
learning activities. There was angkringan baca for English subject and 
handicraft. Volunteer from another location or other country can be a 
tutor for this subject. 
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2. Time of the research  
This research is carried out at Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu” Krapyak, 
Pucangan, Kartasura, Sukoharjo. There are steps for this research. 
After the researcher to do a proposal seminar, she come to research 
place to survey and interview the founder of Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu” 
Krapyak, Pucangan, Kartasura, Sukoharjo, children that join this 
organization. She was collected the data from list of book, developer 
English book, hard file and soft file of English material. Then, she can 
analysis the data and reducing the incompatible data from the research 
with consider the characteristic of used. The last, she can report the 
data in written form in this research with all supporting data like 
recording, transcription, picture and documents. 
 
C. The Data and Data Source 
Lofland was quoted by Denzin (1994:112) sources of data in 
qualitative research are words and events, for the additional data can be 
document or other. The research data in this study will collect in a form of 
information about children motivation to join Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu” 
Krapyak, Pucangan, Kartasura, Sukoharjo. The sources of the data are 
this research included events and informant. 
 
1. Observation 
Researcher was joining in children activity to know the factors 
that motivate to go to Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu” Krapyak, 
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Pucangan, Kartasura, Sukoharjo. Researcher makes a field 
note to describe children activity in Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu” 
Krapyak, Pucangan, Kartasura, Sukoharjo from the beginning 
until end. 
 
2. Informant 
Informant is a person who gives about something for example 
doing research. The founder is an informant in this research of 
Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu” Krapyak, Pucangan, Kartasura, 
Sukoharjo. Researcher gets the information about the definition 
of Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu”, program of Rumah Baca “Tirai 
Ilmu” and the reason to build Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu”. 
 
3. Children 
Children are a person who gives information and be a subject 
of research. The information is something that can be spoken or 
written in doing research. Children are a subject of this research 
also in children motivation to join Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu” 
Krapyak, Pucangan, Kartasura, Sukoharjo 
 
4. Documents 
The document in this research is all writing concerning that use 
of children motivation factor to join Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu” 
Krapyak, Pucangan, Kartasura, Sukoharjo. Documents for this 
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research from written material, volunteer list, and program list. 
Written materials are book of vocabulary, story book and 
dictionary.  
 
D. Techniques of Collecting the Data  
Techniques of collecting data used in this research such as:  
1. Interview 
Interview is conversation with certain purposes which is 
done by two sides as the interviewer and the interviewee 
(Denzin 1994:26). In addition, Sugiyono (2006:35) says that 
interview is a face to face situation in which the researcher set 
out the explicit information or opinion from a subject.   
 
This technique, the researcher will interview the founder o 
Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu” Krapyak, Pucangan, Kartasura, 
Sukoharjo to get the actual information and many programs 
there. Mr. Onok Sulistiyanto, Mr. Aris Hidayatullah and 
children that join in Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu” who can give 
that information need.      
 
2. Observation 
Sugiyono says that observation is observing and recording 
of events or circumstance in which the research will present. 
(1996:26). Observational research (or field research) is a type 
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of correlational (non-experimental) research in which a 
researcher observes ongoing behavior. There are a variety of 
types of observational research, each of which has both 
strengths and weaknesses.  
 
These types are organized below by the extent to which an 
experimenter intrudes upon or controls the environment. 
Observational research is particularly prevalent in the social 
sciences and in marketing. It is a social research technique that 
involves the direct observation of phenomena in their natural 
setting. In participant observation, the researcher intervenes in 
the environment.  
 
Most commonly, this refers to inserting himself/herself as a 
member of a group, aimed at observing behavior that otherwise 
would not be accessible. Also, behaviors remain relatively 
natural, thereby giving the measurements high external 
validity. Case Studies are a type of observational research that 
involving a thorough descriptive analysis of a single individual, 
group, or event.  
 
They can be designed along the lines of both nonparticipant 
and participant observation. Both approaches create new data, 
while archival research involves the analysis of datathat already 
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exist. A hypothesis is generated and then tested by analyzing 
data that have already been collected. This is a useful approach 
when one has access to large amounts of information collected 
over long periods of time. 
 
3. Questionnaire 
Questionnaire is a written or printed list of question to be 
answered by a number of people, especially as a part of survey 
(Hornby, 1995). The purpose of using questionnaire is to 
measure the children motivation. The questionnaire which is 
used YES or NO question (YA & TIDAK). It is consist of 25 
question for children with consider the activities, interesting 
and 5 aspects of motivation. The questionnaire use formula 
from Sugiyono (2008): 
 
𝑝 =
𝑓
𝑛
𝑥 100 
 
p : prosentase 
f  : frekwensi dari setiap jawaban angket 
n : jumlah responden  
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For the example: 
In the first number 5 person give the answer ―yes‖ 
(―YA”),the score for the first number is  
 𝑝 =
𝑓
𝑛
𝑥 100 
 𝑝 =
5
5
𝑥 100 = 100% 
E. Techniques of Analyzing the Data  
The data in this research is analyzed by using descriptive 
qualitative method. The research used in interactive model of analysis 
involving collecting the data, reducing the data, presenting the data, 
and also drawing conclusion (Sutopo, 2002: 95). The researcher 
collected the data, reduced and presented it. In reducing the data, the 
researcher rejected meaningless data, so the researcher can get the 
main point of the data. It is followed by presenting the data; its means 
that the researcher presented about the data supported with some 
evidence. 
 
1. Reducing the data 
In this case, researcher will reduce the information during 
the research process if the data isn’t important or not support 
the data that researcher needed. Researcher gets a data from 
interview as a spoken data source and observation as a written 
data source.  
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2. Presenting the data 
Presenting the data means that researcher describes the data 
in description or narrative form. As the second components in 
analyzing data, this technique is used in arranging the 
information, description, narration to write the conclusion. 
 
3. Drawing conclusion 
Third session is drawing conclusion, it can draw 
continuously throughout the course of the study. The researcher 
tends to accumulate and formulate the interpretations. The 
researcher not only wants to write down but also interpret of 
the observation. 
 
F. The Trustworthiness the Data 
 
The data of information gathered from the research were in the 
form of photos/videos, documents, and the data taken from interview to 
see whether the research findings are credible or not, it should be checked. 
According to Lexy (2000:178) triangulation is a technique of examining 
the trustworthiness of the data by using something excluding the data to 
check or to compare the data. According to Sugiyono (2006:372) 
―triangulation is qualitative score-validation. It assesses the sufficiency of 
the data according to the convergences of multiple data source of multiple 
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data collection procedures. Then, Denzin in Lexy (2000:178) divided 
triangulation into four kinds, there are: 
1. Triangulation by using the resources means that researcher will 
compare and check the credibility of information found in this 
observation and compare it with the related documents. 
2. Triangulation by using method means that researcher will check 
the credibility the data of the research and data resources by using 
several data collection technique and analyze them by the same 
method. 
3. Triangulation by using investigators is that researcher will re-check 
the credibility by students’ and teacher in own research or other 
researcher. 
4. The last technique used in triangulation by using theory of 
Sugiyono (2009). It’s a technique of examining the data by finding 
standard of comparison from an analysis explanation as a 
supporting the data to get a valid evidence of the research result.  
 
In this research, the researcher does triangulation for checking the data 
validity. She uses triangulation by using the resource that means she will 
compare and check the credibility of information found in this observation and 
compare it with the related documents.  
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CHAPTER IV 
THE RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
This chapter discusses two things namely Research Findings and Discussion. The 
description of the data is presented in research findings. While in the discussion, 
the researcher discusses the finding in the research with the theories that have 
been presented in previously. 
A. Research Findings 
 
In this research, the researcher used an observational research with 
qualitative method. The research is about children motivation to join 
Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu” as literacy community. She was found children 
interesting to join this literacy organization with any reason. The reasons 
support researcher to get idea of children motivation. Children interesting 
to play a game, sing a song and unique picture then Rumah Baca “Tirai 
Ilmu” has technique to develop that interesting be a fun activity in learn 
English language. 
 
1. Children activities as their practice in English language 
Researcher knows Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu” has a volunteer that 
divide to 4 activities area:  
a. Librarian  
The main duty for this area, volunteer as a librarian show the 
process to borrow a book. He has written down the name of 
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book that borrowed by children in 2 book; BOB (Book of 
Borrow and BOP (Book of Provision). Volunteer just give a 
guideline to borrow a book, the process to do by children. 
Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu” Krapyak, Pucangan, Kartasura, 
Sukoharjo has 4 categories of book;  
1) Book of Children (dictionary, story book, fun 
learning magazine, book of vocabulary) 
2) Recipe book 
3) Novels 
4) History book 
 
b. Story Fairy 
Volunteer must be fairies that retell a story for children use 
interesting properties.  He asks the children to choose what the 
tittle of story for that day. He is not only retelling the story but 
also give the translation. In the end, volunteer give a question 
to get a reward for true answer and punishment for a wrong 
answer. The reward is a book, a pencil, and snack consider with 
the answer integrity. The punishment is about a short talk with 
friends, write down the new vocabulary from the story, and 
help to sweep the floor.  
 
Retelling story is one of children interesting in Rumah Baca 
“Tirai Ilmu” because it can increase children imagination. 
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Volunteer was chosen a story that has moral value to remember 
about kindness for children. He likes to tell about legend such 
as: Malin Kundang, The Legend of Telaga Warna, Surabaya, 
Sand and Stone, The Wind and The Sun, and The Magic 
Window etc. and fable such as: A Fox and A Crane, Eagles in a 
storm, The Ant and The Grasshopper, The Singing Hippo, etc.  
 
Volunteer used a doll to help him tell the story; sometimes he 
tells the story with action that called body language. It can 
make children enjoy the story in a long time so volunteer can 
give the conclusion of the story. Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu” 
makes retelling story competition in special day like Kartini 
day, Independent day, and Literacy day. Mr. Onok as a founder 
of this community wants to makes a good improvement 
especially in skill and creativity of children. 
 
c. Fun friend 
Volunteer has a main duty to be a friend for the children in a 
traditional game. He is accompanying children to start the 
game and monitoring the use of English. He can give the 
instruction in the beginning of the game then let them try to say 
anything. He can join in that game also when children need 
more people for the group. For example Jeblosan need min. 4 
people in a group because this game is about battle between 2 
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groups. Then, Bakiak need 3 people for each group and count 
the step with English. The punishment is about singing a song, 
mention animals name, etc. 
 
d. Handicraft 
Volunteer be an instructor of handicraft once a week. They 
show about the technique to make a little doll, hanger key, 
pencil case, vase, and lampion. Children can bring the product 
to decorate their home, room, and class. Volunteer gives a 
score for the product and choose a three best handicraft in 4 
meeting. Volunteer sells a part of the product in online shop to 
learn how to be a seller in social media. The outcome used to 
buy a book and community necessary that can increase the 
progress of Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu”. 
 
2. Children interesting in joining Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu” 
a. Children interesting to play a game 
Children that joining Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu” like to play 
a game, especially traditional game like Engklek, Jeblosan, silent 
and seek. The game using English for the instruction make them 
learn about English automatically. First Engklek, we know Engklek 
is a simple game without any property. It is used foot of people that 
join in these games; count of this game is numbering in English. 
This game needs 4 people, when one of them fell down he is lose 
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and get a punishment. There are 2 punishment ―look around or 
look at me‖, ―look around‖ is the person who lose must say 
everything around there with English and ―look at me‖ is the 
person who lose must singing a song or acting like his/her idol.   
 
The second is Jeblosan, this game needs 2 group with 4 people for 
each group. Leader of group is ―mom‖ that must hold another 
people for protect each other. ―mom‖ in 2 group guessing some 
word in English to Indonesia when one of them lose, another 
―mom‖ can call one name to broke up the grasp. Then, the people 
must join in there group if he/she can’t broke up the grasp. It will 
continue until one of ―mom‖ has children again.  
 
The third is silent and seek; this game is same with “petak umpet”. 
Children do hompimpa to choose a seeker, then he/she count one 
until ten to give a time for silent in a secret place. Seeker was 
looking around the area with singing ―hello my friend, hello my 
friend. Where are you? Where are you? I will to find you, I will to 
find you. Oh, it’s you. Oh, it’s you.‖ (The watermelon song's 
rythm). If seeker can get all of children, he is a winner and gets a 
reward from the volunteer. 
b. Children interesting to sing a song 
Children like to sing a song so Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu” 
using this factor to increase a traditional music sense of them. 
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There is program playing gamelan with a simple song like Gundul-
Gundul Pacul, Suwe Ora Jamu. Then, children introduced to 
English song like Twinkle Twinkle Little Star, Brother John, 
Watermelon and Banana. Traditional music sense has purpose to 
remember our culture because a lot of children like pop music 
more than traditional music. Then, children must keep awareness 
to introduce our culture to another country; they can prove that 
Indonesia is a beautiful and interesting country. Rumah Baca 
“Tirai Ilmu” has a main purpose to develop of Literacy with 
increasing children nationalism sense also. 
 
c. Children interesting to unique picture  
Children that joining Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu” Krapyak, 
Pucangan, Kartasura, Sukoharjolike to play a card every Sunday. 
The card is about picture of theme in Vocabulary, such as: 
Animals, Numbers, Fruits, Transportation, Activity, and Job. 
Volunteer show about one of the theme and children choose one of 
them with close their eyes. The card has 2 sides, first side is only 
colorful picture and another side is the name of picture in English 
and Indonesia.  After the children get the theme, volunteer show 
the card randomly and children must guess the name. Volunteer 
can give the instruction, clue, and action to help children answer 
clearly. One card has 2 minutes to guess; in a theme has 24 cards. 
If children can answer clearly, they get 2 stars for the theme. If 
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children cannot answer clearly, they get 2 moons for the theme. 
The point has accumulation in 3 months to get a best of 
Vocabulary. 
3. Children motivation in joining Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu” 
The programs are increase reading interest the community of 
Krapyak, Pucangan, Kartasura village with consider the factors of 
children motivation that divided into 5 needs: 
a. Physiological needs 
Children need some drink when they are feeling thirsty; 
children need to eat something when they are feeling hungry. 
Children will get a break when they are feeling tired, Rumah Baca 
“Tirai Ilmu” let them do anything that they want. Volunteer was 
allowed children to bring snack, drink, and friend because they are 
ready to monitoring the children activities in there. Sometimes, 
their friend come with any reason and volunteer can understand it. 
Children that want to play a game, volunteer accompany them in 
outside of library. Children free to do some activities in each spot 
that available there. Children must pay attention to keep silent 
when they are read a book in the library and keep clean everywhere 
also. Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu” gives permission to parents for 
accompany their child but not allowed to help them in English 
activity. 
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b. Safety Needs 
Children need safe in the every place, safety is including 
about self, properties and method also. Rumah Baca”Tirai Ilmu” 
has a safety place because the location is far away from the main 
street of Kartasura. Building of Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu” has one 
floor with one gazebo besides of the yard. The library is in the 
living room that changes like library in the school, completed with 
book box, table, computer and printer. It is make children enjoy to 
read and get the book easily because lists of book is from down to 
up (for the children until adult). For using a computer, children has 
monitored by volunteer so they can ask anything to them. 
Volunteer allow to give warn about the bad content in internet 
which children can’t to watch it.  
 
c. Belongingness and Love Needs 
Children need an attention when they try to understand 
something, they wants to know everything. Sometimes, their parent 
ignorant and let the children play anything that they want without 
give a warning about the risk. With consider the condition, Rumah 
Baca “Tirai Ilmu” try to be a friend of children when they come to 
there. Volunteer be a friend that make a children learning 
something automatically. Children can join in each spot that they 
like and enjoy the activities without any pressure to get a best 
score. Children that join in Retelling Story learn about story of life 
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in English language with watch it the Fairy of Story (Volunteer). In 
the first opening of this community, one of children wants to be a 
special with hurt herself, she like to play with cutter to get the 
volunteer attention. In a long time, she tells about her mother and 
father that like to push each other so she hurt her hand to make 
them stop to do it. Now, she can grow up enjoy the activity, she 
like to happy together with friend in Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu”. 
Her grandmothers always accompany her everywhere especially to 
go to this place. Volunteer is different with private teacher that 
target to make children get a best score without consider how they 
feel in learning process. Volunteer let the children play anything 
but make them enjoy in activities that use English language. 
Sometimes, volunteer must be an actor and actress to make them 
understand the meaning of sentence.     
 
d. Esteem Needs 
Volunteer give an appreciation for the children that more 
understand in some activities. Children can get a book, snack, 
pencil, etc. for appreciate their ability. Children can get the 
punishment like sing a song, say about himself in English to make 
them enjoy speak in English. Volunteer also make a lists for each 
spot to delegate some children in a competition. In every meeting, 
volunteer give a simple appreciation for children show like 
applause and thumb up. For their creativity, volunteer keep some 
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handicraft to be a room decoration and stick on gazebo wall so 
everyone can see it.  
 
e. Need for Self-Actualization 
Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu” makes the program with any 
reason for children until adult, one of them is self-actualization. 
Self-Actualization is about development of children with considers 
the ability and potential of himself. Children in a first and second 
step only know about something unique so they want to know it. In 
the next step, they must enjoy something to know what their 
potential without declare it. This community helps them to know 
what their potential with created 4 areas free for children. They can 
choose one of the areas that appropriate with they want. Aulia, one 
of children in Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu” like to speak aloud and 
she can be a winner of speech contest. 
Rumah Baca provides a place to play and learn either applied 
science that is taught in the scope of school or general knowledge and 
various skills. There are also various programs to increase interest in 
reading community Krapyak, Pucangan, Kartasura hamlet such as 
―Minggu Bersama Buku”, free English lessons, poetry contest, and 
drawing contest. In such activities Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu” invited 
science from various layers of society and students to become 
volunteers.However, children progress of Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu rise in 
good percentage, Mr. Onok give attention to volunteer expediency. He 
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announces the volunteer open recruitment for student and all people 
around there. He makes a program ―Training of Tutor‖ and ―Be a Friend‖ 
in 12 meeting (3 months). ―Training of Tutor‖ program have 4 subject, 
TFT (Training for Tutor), ST (Scholarship Talk I & II), EW (Essay 
Writing) and EM (English Mentoring). The aim of this program is make a 
tutor ready for ―Be a Friend‖ in Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu” and share about 
their experience to the children.  
Tutor (volunteer) is not only an instructor for children but also 
friend to do games for learn English together. He must be creative to 
create a new technique in learn English that make children enjoy in Rumah 
Baca “Tirai Ilmu”. Now, in a simple game like silent and seek (petak 
umpet) we can learn and children remember what he/she say that day 
automatically. It is a fun learning that they want and I believe every people 
like to do. The children activities in learn and play a game in Rumah Baca 
“Tirai Ilmu” as an application of English practice. English language also 
reflects character values that owned by the language users. It is values are 
reflected on the models of sentences, for example the discipline value, the 
politeness and the honest. When the system introduce in a formal way, 
children feel bored and make some disturbance in the class. It is different 
with Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu” that makes a fun technique to get the 
children attention in learning English. 
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B. Discussions 
Result of this study revealed of children interesting findings related 
with children motivation in hierarchy’s of needs. Children motivation is 
hard to define; there was a general feeling that motivation is an important 
component of increasing children capability. However, there was 
agreement motivation can help to increase children capability, learning 
English in a school need appropriate material and technique also. 
 
With regard to rate of acquisition in second language, it is not 
unusual to finds older learners who show their advantages over younger 
counterparts in some studies. However, the superiority of adult learners is 
limited generally in two respects. First, they can show their better progress 
in only some aspects of language. Second and more importantly, their 
superiority lasts for a short-term period. In other words, after a short time 
young learners will soon be able to keep up with or even stand ahead older 
learners (Singleton and Ryan, 2004). 
 
Though older learners show their initial advances in acquiring 
some particulars second language aspects, it is observed that they tend to 
be kept up with and even prevailed by younger learners in long-term 
comparison (Singleton and Ryan, 2004). Researcher tries to look at the 
children activity to find the relation between language, age and children. It 
was pointed out that language and age could be divided into four major 
different categories (Birdsong, 2009, p.404). 
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The first category is ―neurobiological‖ which refers to the 
systematic declines in plasticity of the brain over age. It is the lack of 
plasticity in the adult brain that makes it difficult to receive new linguistic 
items. The second category is ―neurocognitive‖. It is explained that our 
cognition is affected by neurological changes. As a result, this leads to the 
changes in brain volume and organization of hemisphere that consequently 
affect Second Language Acquisition. 
1. Traditional games are effective to develop children capability 
in English language  
 
Children in modern era like to playing a game in their gadget 
sometimes learning about subject in a school in gadget also. 
“Modern video games often require players to be adaptable 
and resourceful, and finding multiple ways of 
accomplishing a task,” says Matt Barr, a lecturer in 
Information Studies at Glasgow University. (In 
BirminghamLive, 2017). 
 
From that statement, researcher knows that gadget has a high 
potential to developing of children brightness. It is different with 
Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu” that introduce some traditional game for 
learn English language. They playing an Engklek, Jeblosan used 
English language from instruction by the volunteer until give a 
punishment for the lose one. When playing a silent-seek the 
children count the number used English, they can be easier to 
remember about number from this game.  
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Ratna (1996) said that traditional games have moral value in 
culture of this country.  
 “permainan rakyat seperti: Gobak sodor,, kitri-
kitri(engklek), man dhoblang(hompimpa) dan lain sebagainya 
sebenarnya mengandung banyak nilai filosofisnya, yaitu yang 
terwujud dalam fungsinya sebagai suatu media untuk menurunkan 
pesan-pesan budaya kepada generasi berikutnya.” 
 
Traditional games have cognitive learning substation and 
increasing physiological of children. Main characteristic of 
traditional games is education value in each chapter of games; it 
can make children aware about the responsibility in their life.  
Adding some information from Wayan Tarna (2015) that 
traditional games can increase motoric aspect (sensory-motoric, 
energy, bodily kinesthetic), cognitive aspect (imagination, 
creativity, problem solving, strategy, and contextual 
understanding), emotional aspect and language aspect. Another 
game is Seller-Customer that bargaining used English language. 
The benefit of this game, children learn how to say about money in 
bargaining process. Then, they can count the total of items 
purchased use English language. They must pay attention to 
partner, know the nominal; know about something that partner 
want. They are not allowed to write down the order and number 
because is one of reason to be lose.   
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4. 1 Table of children interesting 
NO. NAME LEVEL AGE INTERESTS 
1 Bagas TK A 5
th
 ANIMALS 
2 Dicky TK A 6
th
 ANIMALS 
3 Fandi TK B 6
th
 NUMBERS 
4 Gistiar TK B 6
th
 RETELLING STORY 
5 Ridwan 1 SD 7
th
 NUMBERS 
6 Satria Faith 1 SD 7
th
 NUMBERS 
7 Sherly Aulia 1 SD 7
th
 GAMES 
8 Adit 2 SD 8
th
 NUMBERS 
9 Genisha Pratiwi 2 SD 8
th
 GAMES 
10 Kayla Putri 2 SD 8
th
 RETELLING STORY 
11 Yuda 2 SD 8
th
 ANIMALS 
12 Melisa Aulia 3 SD 9
th
 RETELLING STORY 
13 Nadila Vega 3 SD 9
th
 RETELLING STORY 
14 Rifqi Bramayuda 3 SD 9
th
 NUMBERS 
15 Alfayrus Rafi 4 SD 9
th
 RETELLING STORY 
16 Aulia Rizkita 4 SD 10
th
 GAMES 
17 Ragil Nur Jati 4 SD 10
th
 GAMES 
18 Risella Nirmala 4 SD 10
th
 ANIMALS 
19 Albi PAUD 4
th
 ANIMALS 
20 Adeva Rafsandrina PAUD 3th RETELLING STORY 
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In the table 4.1 is list of children that join in Rumah Baca 
“Tirai Ilmu” completed with the age and classification of 
interesting to learn in fun activities. Children development says 
that first step (infancy | 0-1 years old) is about beginning in their 
life, second step (toddler | 1-2 years old) child was learn about 
walking around; talking something, etc. for this step they only 
watch the activities without enjoy anything. Third step (early 
childhood | 2-6 years old), children show about their capability and 
creativity, it’s a suitable session to know what the child dream in 
the future. 
In this step, researcher finds children interesting in English 
activities. Adeva 3 years old, she like to watch a retelling story by 
Fairy of Story (volunteer) because interesting with the properties 
that from a dolls. She only knows the tittle of the story wihout the 
meaning. Albi 4 years old and Bagas 5 years old, interesting to 
animals in a card. They like to ask volunteer action like the animals 
in the picture and can remember some of animal’s name. Next, 
Dicky 6 years old, interesting to animals same with Albi and Bagas 
but he can show his favorite animals action. He likes to show about 
Tiger and Monkey that roar in the jungle or eat some banana in the 
tree.  
It is different with Fandi 6 years old, more interesting to 
number than animals. He likes to count things around the location 
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of Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu” but he just remembers until ten. 
Gistiar 6 years old, interesting to retelling story in gazebo with eat 
or drink. Fourth step (elementary and middle school years | 6-12 
years old) child was learn to make their decision about something. 
Ridwan and Satria Faith 7 years old, interesting to number, they 
are like to ask volunteer give some quiz about number. For 
example volunteer write down some number 1-50 and let them 
guess with English. Sherly Aulia 7 years old, interesting to games 
especially traditional games Jeblosan. She likes to join Seller and 
Customer games (jual-jualan) to be a customer that buy book, 
pencil, eraser, snack, etc. Volunteer be a seller not allowed to give 
a clue the names of thing in English.   
Adit 8 years old, like to ask his friend get a book or picture 
of number, then he write down the number in his book. He is good 
in mathematic subject of school but he just remembers until 20. 
Genisha 8 years old as a leader for other children in Seller and 
Customer games, she likes to influence other children to join it. 
She is active to come every day in Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu” 
because she hopes to get a new one from there. For example she 
can meet native speaker from Finland and called the other children 
to meet them also.  
Kayla 8 years old interest to see retelling a story by Fairy of 
Story. Volunteer as Fairy of Story choose the story that appropriate 
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for children in area. Story has moral value to remember about 
kindness for children. Volunteer likes to tell about legend such as: 
Malin Kundang, The Legend of Telaga Warna. Yuda 8 years old 
like to draw animal’s picture to help him remember the name 
although it is not perfect picture that show the animal. Melisa Aulia 
and Nadila Vega 9 years old bring some dolls to accompany them 
in Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu”. Sometimes, their dolls are properties 
of retelling story in the Story Fairy area. It is one of the reasons 
that make them interesting to join this area.   
Rifqi 9 years old interest to remember about number 
especially in mathematic subject in the school. He wants to join in 
mathematic competition but he start prepared about his self-
confident. Rafi 9 years old like to see retelling story and Aulia 
Rizkita 10 years old that like games more than remember aout 
number. Ragil 10 years old also interesting to games but he like to 
play together with boys and Sella 10 years old like to remember 
about animals name because she like to draw a animals 
picture.Another game is seller with customer that bargaining used 
English make a challenge for children. The benefit of this game, 
children can learn how to say about money and counting something 
in the transaction. They must pay attention to partner say, know the 
nominal of money in a spoken setting. They not allowed writing 
down the order and number of money because is one of 
characteristics of children can be a lose one.       
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  3th 7th 
 4th 8th 
 5th 9th 
 6th 10th 
In the table 4.2 explain about dominancy children interesting in English activity 
Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu” based on children age. The colors boxes show about 
age of children that joining Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu” Krapyak, Pucangan, 
Kartasura, Sukoharjo. They have different interesting to enjoy English activity to 
remember about English language in greeting, hobby, story, etc. its show the most 
interesting in English activity is retelling story that fulfill by 9 years old of 
0
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
ANIMALS NUMBERS RETELLING STORY GAMES
4.2 Dominancy Children Interesting in English activity
3TH
4TH
5TH
6TH
7TH
8TH
9TH
10TH
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children. The second place of interesting is number and games that fulfill by 7 
years old and 10 years old with balance range. The last is interesting to animals 
that fulfill by 3 years old, 4 years old, 5 years old, 6 years old and 8 years old.     
 
 
 
 
 
 
In the table 4.3 explain about dominancy of children interesting in 
English activity Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu”. About 35% children 
interesting to retelling story in joining English activity to increase 
understanding English language. The percentage is a result of observation 
and interview to children as member of Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu”. About 
25% children interest to numbers and 20% for interesting to animals and 
games. It is different with table 4.2 that percentage by age of children 
because quantity of dominancy children interesting consider with member 
of each area.   
2. English activities in Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu” 
Introducing English as second language to children it is not only 
make them remember about English vocabulary but also 
understand so they can applied in the best way. 
ANIMALS
20%
NUMBERS
25%
RETELLING 
STORY
35%
GAMES
20%
4.3 Dominancy of Children Interesting
ANIMALS
NUMBERS
RETELLING STORY
GAMES
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a. Guessing word 
Children like to learn more when they can join in a 
play, like a guessing word that asks children to thinking 
about it. Tutor/volunteer makes some block that has a blank 
word in a card, children must find the card that missed from 
the block then they try to match the card to the block. When 
the card is a match word, block shows about something and 
children must say it loudly with the translation also. 
 
b. Flash card 
Volunteer have a box of card that show about 
number, fruit, vegetable and transportation. Children can 
choose one of them and start the game. Volunteer put off 
the card with the picture on top then the children guess the 
name of it. They have three chances to ask the help and 
answer the question. 
 
c. Traditional child games 
The first traditional game is Engklek; we know 
Engklek is a simple game without any property. It is used 
foot of people that join in this games, count of this game is 
numbering in English. This game need 4 people, when one 
of them fell down he is lose so get a punishment. There are 
2 punishment ―look around or look at me‖, ―look around‖ is 
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the person who lose must say everything around there with 
English and ―look at me‖ is the person who lose must 
singing a song or acting like his/her idol.   
 
The second is silent and seek, this game same with 
“petak umpet”. Children do hompimpa to choose a seeker, 
then he/she count one until ten to give a time for silent in a 
secret place. Seeker was looking around the area with 
singing ―hello my friend, hello my friend. Where are you? 
Where are you? I will to find you, I will to find you. Oh, 
it’s you. Oh, it’s you.‖ (Thewatermelon song's rythm). If 
seeker can get all of children, he is a winner and gets a 
reward from the Volunteer.  
 
The third is Jeblosan, this game need 2 group with 4 
people for each group. Leader of group is ―mom‖ that must 
hold another people for protect each other. ―mom‖ in 2 
group guessing some word in English to Indonesia when 
one of them lose, another ―mom‖ can call one name to 
broke up the grasp. Then, the people must join in there 
group if he/she can’t broke up the grasp. It will continue 
until one of ―mom‖ has children again. 
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d. Retelling a Story 
Then, retelling story completed with properties; 
doll, paper, puppets, etc. Story can choose by the children 
randomly in a story book about fable or legend. It has a 
main purpose to recognize about important story with 
English language. Advantages of retelling story are: 
1) Introduce new vocabulary to children 
2) Enhance listening skill of children 
3) Great activity for learning 
4) Encourage development of emotions and 
feeling in a child 
Retelling story is a great skill to teach children especially in 
English learning process. It helps to improve their language 
skills, instills a love of read and stirs their imagination. 
 
3. Children interesting to join Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu” 
Young children learn from everything they do. They are 
naturally curious; they want to explore and discover. If their 
explorations bring pleasure or success, they will want to learn 
more. During these early years, children form attitudes about 
learning that will last a lifetime. Children who receive the right sort 
of support and encouragement during these years will be creative, 
adventurous learners throughout their lives. 
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a. Children like playing 
One characteristic of children is that they love playing, they 
do like playing. Children like playing and learn things 
while playing the emphasis in the use of games for 
language learning is successful communication rather than 
on correctness on language Hafiled (in Fauziati, 1985:171). 
Furthermore, Hadfield states that games should regarded as 
an integral part of the language syllabus, not amusing 
activity for Saturday afternoon or for the end of term 
(Hafield 1985:4). 
 
b. The Children talk about “here and now” 
Adults both observe and impose the cooperative principle 
when they talk to young children. They make what they say 
relevant, talk about ―here and now‖ of the child’s world. 
They encourage children to take their turns and make their 
contributions truthful by correcting them (Clark and Clark, 
1977:322). The phenomena imply that the children’s world 
involves around the here and now. Therefore they should 
not be asked to discuss abstract things or life and situation 
in the past or in the future. In other words, children’s 
interest in narrower restricted primarily to themselves, their 
immediate surroundings, their families, and friends. 
Teaching and learning process, therefore, should give 
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enough opportunities for them to use English in every day 
contexts. Children learn by doing; they learn language by 
using it listening to it, speaking it, writing it (Palim & 
Power, 1990:8). 
 
c. Association and memory 
Children understand and retain the meaning better when 
they have seen some objects associated with it. For this 
reason, the teacher should expose the students to real life 
situations; when this is not impossible, the visual aid can 
serve as a useful substitute, as pictures and their images are 
more vivid than words. Thus, in teaching and learning 
process pictures should be an integral part of every 
teacher’s professional equipment. (See Ernestova, 
1998:278) 
 
4. Children motivation to join Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu” based on 
hierarchy’s needs of Abraham H. Maslow. 
Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs Theory is one of the most 
well-known motivational theories. Abraham Maslow’s theory 
identifies five levels of hierarchical needs that every individual 
attempts to accomplished or conquer throughout one’s life. The 
needs start with the physiological (hunger, thirst, shelter) and then 
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move upward in a pyramid shape through safety, social, and 
esteem needs, to the ultimate need for self-actualization. 
 
From that statement researcher knows, five levels of 
hierarchical needs that every individual attempts to accomplish or 
conquer throughout one’s life. Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu” try to 
fulfill the five levels in the children life with own method in the 
Literacy Community. Children like to join there with any reason 
that can be a main purpose to community development. In the first 
time, introduce about English with this program has a lot of 
obstacle but children feel enjoy to join the English activity in this 
community. When the human do something they want, hierarchial 
needs can fulfill automatically. Children also to do anything that 
they want, volunteer just accompany and monitoring the activity. 
Let them develop him potential with their own method.   
 
Theintegrationof 
ourempiricalfindingsandtherelevantliteraturewithrespectto 
therelationbetween academic achievement andmultiple 
intelligence areas,e.g. effects ofmusic involvementprovide 
educationalpolicymakersandschooladministratorswithadditionalev
idencetosupportandenhance thedevelopment 
offineartsprogramsintheschoolsforbothincreasingtheacademicachi
evement levelsandenhancingtheself-conceptofthestudents. Self-
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confidence,  in parallel   with the self-efficiency,  is likely to have 
occurred  through  normal developmental   maturation, but 
interaction with academic staff and peers as well as academic 
challenges encountered duringschoolmayhavehastened perceived 
development ofpersonal  and social skills. 
 
Thus the improvement of self- confidence may be 
internalized as a  new sense of academic ability. Inschools, 
teachers andministers have topayattention andgiveimportance to 
establishanenvironmentthatisbasedonmutualrespectandtrust,thuspe
rsonalattentionfromthem 
andtherelativelyrelaxedatmosphereofschoolenablesstudentstoexpl
orethemselves,whichinturn, mayimprovetheirself-concept.In 
addition,improvementsin personalskillslikelyaffectsimilargainsin 
academic performance. Future research may examine which 
oftheintelligence type thatstudents 
believeisassociatedwithacademicachievementandself-efficiency. 
Because of it, book choice can lead to an increase in motivation, 
especially to increase reading motivation. Books can influence 
children growth in their life because they can imagine contains of 
it. Parents must pay attention for media that relation with children 
development. 
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4.4 The percentage of high motivation and low motivtaion 
No. Nama Prosentase 
“YA” 
Prosentase 
“TIDAK” 
1 Tika Wulandari 48% 52% 
2 Risella Nirmala 64% 36% 
3 Alfayruz Rafi 64% 36% 
4 Ghenisa Ayu Pratiwi 80% 20% 
5 Diska Putri N.R 60% 40% 
From the table 4.4 the answer “YA” show the percentage of high motivation and 
“TIDAK” show the percentage of low motivation. Genisha has a high motivation 
with 80% (“YA”)and 20% (“TIDAK”). For Tika Wulandari has a low motivation 
with 48% (“YA”)and 52% (“TIDAK”). 
Nomor 
soal 
Jumlah 
Responden 
Prosentase 
“YA” 
Jumlah 
Responden 
Prosentase 
“TIDAK” 
1 5 100%   
2 5 100%   
3 1 20% 4 80% 
4 2 40% 3 60% 
5 4 80% 1 20% 
6 5 100%   
7 5 100%   
8 5 100%   
9 3 60% 2 40% 
10 5 100%   
11 2 40% 3 60% 
12 4 80% 1 20% 
13 3 60% 2 40% 
14 4 80% 1 20% 
15 2 40% 3 60% 
16 5 100%   
17 5 100%   
18 5 100%   
19 1 20% 4 80% 
20   5 100% 
21 3 60% 2 40% 
22   5 100% 
23   5 100% 
24   5 100% 
25 5 100%   
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
This chapter presents the conclusion and suggestion dealing with the findings 
of this research. 
A. Conclusion  
Having analyzing the result of the research findings about children 
motivation to join in RUMAH BACA “TIRAI ILMU” it can be explained some 
conclusions. Those conclusions are covering the answer of the research 
problems.  This chapter presents the conclusion of the analysis of the thesis to 
answer the problem statements. Children activities in RUMAH BACA “TIRAI 
ILMU” divided to 4 activities area: first is librarian, volunteer as a librarian to 
shows the borrowing book process. Second is story Fairy, volunteer must be 
fairies that retell some story for children use interesting properties.  He asks 
the children to choose what the tittle of story for that day. Third is fun friend, 
volunteer has a main duty to be a friend for the children in a traditional game. 
He is accompanying children to start the game and monitoring the use of 
English.  
 
Children interesting of RUMAH BACA “TIRAI ILMU” as application of 
English practice, such as: interesting to play a game, sing a song and unique 
picture. Children interesting is different with children motivation factor. 
Researcher know factors that motivate children to join RUMAH BACA “TIRAI 
ILMU” are physiological needs, it is about  physic condition of children. They 
can do something when they want it, children will get a break when they 
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arefeeling tired, Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu” let them do anything that they 
want. Volunteer was allowed children to bring snack, drink, and friend 
because they are ready to monitor the children activities in there. Safety 
Needs, children need safe in the every place, safety is including about self, 
properties and method also. Rumah Baca ”Tirai Ilmu” has a safety place 
because the location is far away from the main street of Kartasura.  
 
Belongingness and Love Needs, children need an attention when they 
try to understand something, they wants to know everything. With consider 
the condition, Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu” try to be a friend of children when 
they come to there. Esteem Needs, volunteer give an appreciation for the 
children that more understand in some activities. Children can get a book, 
snack, pencil, etc. for appreciate their ability. Children can get the punishment 
like sing a song, say about himself in English to make them enjoy speak in 
English. Need for Self-Actualization, Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu” makes the 
program with any reason for children until adult, one of them is self-
actualization. Self-Actualization is about development of children with 
considers the ability and potential of himself. 
 
The last is handicraft area, volunteer be an instructor of handicraft once 
a week. They show about the technique to make a little doll, hanger key, 
pencil case, vase, and lampion. Children can bring the product to decorate 
their home, room, and class. As the conclusion of this study, the researcher 
found children motivation to join in RUMAH BACA “TIRAI ILMU” with 
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another supporting factor that come from the founder and volunteer. Children 
join in RUMAH BACA “TIRAI ILMU” to read a book, meet with his friend 
and play a game.  
 
Children know RUMAH BACA “TIRAI ILMU” as a library in this area that 
a lot of books and computer. They like to go there after school especially in 
Sunday because one of them meet a native speaker from member of 
AIESEC.Mr. Onok and Mr. Aris make an agreement to build a literacy 
community from RUMAH BACA “TIRAI ILMU” and get the best appreciation 
for this idea. They make―Minggu Bersama Buku” program with English 
Language for the main language. Until now a straightforward answer to the 
question whether there exists a critical period in second language acquisition 
still awaits more future research. Researcher concludes that the fear of 
speaking in public is the second greatest fear that children have. The English 
ability consider with the method use in learning process. It must be balance in 
formal and informal setting of learning such as retelling story and games.   
 
B. Suggestion 
 
For the purpose of this study, researcher was only survey in children 
motivation that related with psycholinguistics study. Based on the analysis and 
conclusion of this research, this study aims to give a beneficial confirmation to 
the reader. The suggestion is given to the readers of this research. First, they 
add to a growing literature supporting the importance of children motivation 
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by providing evidence that children already differ in their beliefs about the 
stability of academic ability and the value of effort.  
From this study, children motivation and engagement can also be analyzed 
and compared by factors such as Physiological, Safety, Belongingness and 
Love to see how these differences may affected differently on children. Lastly, 
other factors like parents, peers, social background and achievement scores 
could also be explored into factors impaction children motivation. 
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PROFIL RUMAH BACA “TIRAI ILMU” 
 
Name   : Rumah Baca ―Tirai Ilmu‖ 
Address  : Gang Nakula Rt. 01/ Rw. 07 Krapyak, Pucangan, 
Kartasura, Sukoharjo, Jawa Tengah 57168 
Website  : www.rumahbacatiraiilmu.wixsite.com 
   rumahbacatiraiilmu0107@gmail.com 
Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu adalah sebuah rumah baca dengan konsep 
perpustakaan menyenangkan yang didirikan dengan tujuan untuk 
mengembangkan minat baca dan life-skill masyarakat dusun Krapyak Pucangan 
Kartasura. Bentuk daripada rumah baca tirai ilmu adalah perpustakaan 
desa. Dengan dukungan dari mahasiswa KKN dari jurusan sastra inggris IAIN 
Surakarta dan warga, Rumah baca Tirai Ilmu berdiri pada tanggal 9 Oktober 2015. 
Ide tersebut muncul mengingat banyaknya perubahan yang terjadi di lingkungan 
masyarakat khususnya anak-anak.  
Awal berdiri rumah baca tirai ilmu dimulai saat mahasiwa IAIN Surakarta 
jurusan Sastra Inggris mengadakan KKN di dusun Krapyak Pucangan Kratasura. 
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Bersama dengan salah satu masyarakat dusun Krapyak, diadakanlah pertemuan 
kecil untuk membahas tentang permasalahan di dusun Krapyak salah satunya 
adalah masalah minat baca. Selain itu, masalah pemanfaatan teknologi juga masih 
minim di dusun Krapyak. Dari masalah tersebutlah, didirikanlah rumah baca tirai 
ilmu. 
Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu menyediakan tempat bermain dan belajar baik 
itu ilmu terapan yang diajarkan di lingkup sekolah ataupun pengetahuan umum 
dan berbagai macam keterampilan. Terdapat pula berbagai program untuk 
menambah minat baca masyarakar dusun Krapyak Pucangan Kartasura seperti 
'Minggu Bersama Buku', les bahasa inggris gratis, lomba puisi, serta lomba 
menggambar. Dalam kegiatan tersebut rumah baca tirai ilmu mengundang dari 
berbagai lapisan masyarakat dan mahasiswa untuk menjadi relawan. Harapan dari 
program-program tersebut adalah untuk mengembangkan minat, bakat, serta 
minat baca masyarakat dusun Krapyak Pucangan Kartasura.  
Selain untuk melindungi anak-anak dari kegiatan negatif, rumah baca tirai 
ilmu juga mendedikasikan dalam bidang lingkungan yakni pengelolaan limbah-
limbah botol plastik untuk dijadikan kerajian yang mempunyai nilai jual. Hal 
tersebut juga bertujuan untuk mewujudkan lingkungan yang bersih dari sampah 
botol.  Terdapat pula pemanfaatan stik es krim yang pada akhirnya akan dijadikan 
benda yang mempunyai nilai jual. Serta dalam bidang kreasi musik, rumah baca 
tirai ilmu juga membuat vidio klip anak-anak rumah baca tirai ilmu. Untuk 
mengembangkan kreasi seni dalam bidang perfilman, rumah baca tirai ilmu juga 
akan membuat film-film singkat yang menyiratkan pesan moral.    
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CURRICULUM VITAE OF FOUNDER RUMAH BACA “TIRAI ILMU” 
Nama   : Onok Sulistiyanto 
Tmpt/tgl lahir  : Magelang 31 Mei 1975 
Agama   : Islam 
Alamat  : Krapyak RT01/RW07 Pucangan Kartasura Sukoharjo 
Status   : Menikah 
Pendidikan  : SMA 
Pekerjaan  : SWASTA 
 
KELUARGA 
Nama Istri  : Yuli Supriyanti 
Nama Anak  : 
1. Alfairuz Rafi Pratama (10 tahun 2 bln) 
2. Adeva Raffsandrina ( 4 tahun 2 bln) 
Nama Ayah  : Toto Rahardjo 
Nama Ibu  : Sri Purwati 
Saudara Kandung : 
1. Yoyok Irjayanto 
2. Irwan Yuli Prasetya 
Pendidikan  : 
1. SDN Pucangan 02 Kartasura (lulus 1987) 
2. SMPN 3 Kartasura (Lulus 1990) 
3. SMAN Kartasura (Lulus 1993) 
4. Fak sastra Bahasa Indonesia UGM1993 (Tidak melanjutkan/DO) 
5. FKIP Ekonomi Prodi Adm Perkantoran 1995 (Tidak Melanjutkan/DO) 
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RIWAYAT PEKERJAAN 
2003-2004 Security PT ARARA ABADI PEKAN BARU RIAU 
2005-2008 Marketing CV Bintang Terang Abadi (Perusahaan distributor snack) 
2013-Sekarang Security PT FARRASINDO PERKASA (Persewaan Alat Berat) 
 
Catatan  
Antara 1993-2013 hidup bersama anak-anak jalanan di wilayah Jogja dan Solo. 
Sebab itu studi terabaikan karena terlalu jauh masuk di kehidupan bersama anak-
anak Jalanan. Hidup menggelandang di terminal dan pasar di berbagai tempat. 
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CURRICULUM VITAE OF Co. FOUNDER RUMAH BACA “TIRAI ILMU” 
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LIST OF CHILDREN IN RUMAH BACA ―TIRAI ILMU‖ 
NO.  NAME LEVEL AGE INTERESTS 
1 Bagas TK A 5
th
 ANIMALS 
2 Dicky TK A 6
th
 ANIMALS 
3 Fandi  TK B 6
th
 NUMBERS 
4 Gistiar TK B 6
th
 RETELLING STORY 
5 Ridwan 1 SD 7
th
 NUMBERS 
6 Satria Faith 1 SD 7
th
 NUMBERS 
7 Sherly Aulia 1 SD 7
th
 GAMES 
8 Adit 2 SD 8
th
 NUMBERS 
9 Genisha Pratiwi 2 SD 8
th
 GAMES 
10 Kayla Putri 2 SD 8
th
 RETELLING STORY 
11 Yuda 2 SD 8
th
 ANIMALS 
12 Melisa Aulia 3 SD 9
th
 RETELLING STORY 
13 Nadila Vega 3 SD 9
th
 RETELLING STORY 
14 Rifqi Bramayuda 3 SD 9
th
 NUMBERS 
15 Alfayrus Rafi 4 SD  9
th
 RETELLING STORY 
16 Aulia Rizkita 4 SD  10
th
 GAMES 
17 Ragil Nur Jati 4 SD  10
th
 GAMES 
18 Risella Nirmala 4 SD  10
th
 ANIMALS 
19 Albi PAUD 4
th
 ANIMALS 
20 Adeva Rafsandrina PAUD 3th RETELLING STORY 
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LIST OF VOLUNTEER IN RUMAH BACA ―TIRAI ILMU‖ 
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ACTIVITIES MATERIAL IN RUMAH BACA ―TIRAI ILMU‖ 
A. KINDS OF VOCABULARIES 
Tools of School 
English Indonesia English  Indonesia 
Pencil Pensil Chalk Kapur 
Bag Tas Belt Ikat Pinggang 
Eraser Penghapus Tie Dasi 
Pen Pulpen Board Marker Spidol 
Book Buku Hat Topi 
Ruler Penggaris Table Meja 
Shoe Sepatu Chair Kursi 
Vail Kerudung Correction Pen Tipe-X 
Shock Kaos Kaki Drawing Book Buku Gambar 
Uniform Seragam Black Board Papan Tulis Hitam 
Clock Jam Dinding White Board Papan Tulis Putih 
 
Jobs and Profession 
English Indonesia English Indonesia 
Doctor  Dokter Nurse Perawat 
Teacher Guru Midwife Bidan 
Police Man Polisi Laki-Laki Soldier Tentara 
Police Woman Polisi Perempuan Lawyer Pengacara 
Farmer Petani Journalist Wartawan 
Lecturer Dosen Judge Hakim 
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Animals 
English Indonesia English Indonesia 
Lion Singa Pig Babi 
Tiger Harimau Dog Anjing 
Elephant Gajah Chicken Ayam 
Snake Ular Cat Kucing 
Alligator Buaya Mosquito Nyamuk 
 
Verbs 
English Indonesia English Indonesia 
Inform Memberi Tahu Call Memanggil 
Educate Mendidik Decide Memutuskan 
Invite Mengundang Arrive Tiba 
Confirm Menegaskan Try Mencoba 
Arrange Mengatur Pay Membayar 
Relate Menyusun Punish Menghukum 
Organize Menghubungkan Fly Terbang 
Visit Mengunjungi   
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B. Scholarship Talk II 
 
Apa itu Beasiswa Unggulan Mendikbud?  
Adalah Beasiswa dari Kementrian Pendidikan dan kebudayaan Republik 
Indonesia yang bekerjasama dengan Biro Perencenaan Kerjasama dan 
Luar Negeri RI dengan visi Program Beasiswa Unggulan mempunyai visi 
untuk melahirkan insan cerdas dan kompetitif yang dapat berkontribusi 
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kepada daya saing bangsa. Sedangkan tujuan utama dari program 
Beasiswa Unggulan adalah melanjutkan pendidikannya ke jenjang yang 
lebih tinggi di perguruan tinggi dalam dan/atau luar negeri sesuai dengan 
Permendikbud No. 95 Tahun 2013.  
Macam-macam Beasiswa Unggulan  
- Beasiswa untuk Jenjang / Degree (S1, S2, S3)  
- Beasiswa Non Degree  
 
Untuk Siapa Saja Beasiswa Ini?  
1. Peraih medali/penghargaan olimpiade/kompetisi internasional di bidang: 
sains, penelitian ilmiah, keterampilan, seni, olah raga, dan bahasa yang 
dilaksanakan dan difasilitasi oleh Kemendikbud dan/atau oleh Lembaga 
llmu Pengetahuan Indonesia (LIPI);  
2. Masyarakat berprestasi tingkat nasional atau internasional di segala 
bidang dan umum (kecuali dosen).  
 
Apa Saja Komponen Beasiswanya?  
1. Biaya pendidikan (Tuition fee)  
2. Biaya hidup  
3. Biaya buku  
 
Apa Itu Beassiwa Unggulan Non-Degree?  
Beasiswa Bantuan Non-Degree (Pendaftaran Offline), ditujukan kepada: 
guru, tenaga kependidikan pada tingkat PAUD sampai dengan SMA/SMK, 
pegiat budaya, seniman dan pegiat sosial kecuali dosen untuk mengikuti 
program residensi, menjadi pembicara dalam workshop atau konferensi, 
utamanya bidang pendidikan dan kebudayaan.  
Syaratnya apa Saja?  
Terdapat 2 Jenis Beasiswa Degree yaitu Beasiswa untuk Mahasiswa Baru 
dan Beasiswa Untuk Mahasiswa On-Going (Apply Saat Masuk Kuliah 
 
Mahasiswa Baru  
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1. Maksimal 22 Tahun  
2. Memiliki LoA Unconditional (akreditasi universitas minimal B)  
 
Mahasiswa On-Going (Apply saat sudah menjadi Mahasiswa)  
1. Maksimal 22 Tahun  
2. Maksimal semester 3  
3. IPK, PTN 3.00 PTS 3.25  
 
NB: Untuk S1 tidak diwajibkan memiliki sertifikat TOEFL/IELTS  
Mahasiswa Baru (S1 & S2)  
1. Maksimal 32 Tahun  
2. Memiliki LoA Unconditional (akreditasi universitas minimal B)  
3. IPK S1, PTN 3.25 PTS 3.50  
4. TOEFL ITP 500/IBT 61, IELTS 5.5  
5. Khusus S1 tidak diwajibkan memiliki TOEFL / IELTS  
Mahasiswa On-Going (S1 & S2)  
1. Maksimal 32 tahun  
2. Maksimal semester 3  
3. IPK S1, PTN 3.25 PTS 3.50  
4. TOEFL ITP 500/IBT 61, IELTS 5.5  
 
Untuk Jenjang S3:  
Mahasiswa Baru  
1. Maksimal 37 Tahun  
2. Memiliki LoA Unconditional (akreditasi universitas minimal B)  
3. IPK S2, PTN 3.25 PTS 3.50  
4. TOEFL ITP 500/IBT 61, IELTS 5.5  
 
Mahasiswa On-Going  
1. Maksimal 37 tahun  
2. Maksimal semester 3  
3. IPK S2, PTN 3.25 PTS 3.50  
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4. TOEFL ITP 500/IBT 61, IELTS 5.5  
 
Persyaratan Untuk NON-DEGREE  
Persyaratan Beasiwa Bantuan Non-Degree:  
1. Surat permohonan kepada Kepala Biro PKLN Kemendikbud.  
2. Daftar riwayat hidup (Curriculum Vitae).  
3. Surat undangan dari penyelenggara (undangan residensi/pembicara).  
4. Materi/bahan/proposal yang relevan dengan penyelenggaraan kegiatan.  
5. Esai minimal 500 kata tentang manfaat dari kegiatan.  
6. Usulan rincian biaya.  
 
Apa saja Kelengkapannya?  
Untuk Beasiswa Degree:  
1. Kartu Tanda Penduduk (KTP)  
2. Kartu Tanda Mahasiswa (khusus On-Going)  
3. LoA Unconditional (Untuk On-Going ganti dengan surat tanda aktif 
kuliah)  
4. Kartu Hasil Studi (KHS) terakhir (Khusus On-Going)  
5. ljazah dan transkrip nilai terakhir  
6. Sertifikat TOEFL/IELTS (TOEFL/IELTS untuk S1 tidak diwajibkan)  
7. Proposal rencana studi (rencana perkuliahan dan sks per-semester yang 
akan ditempuh hingga selesai studi, topik apa yang akan ditulis dalam 
skripsi/tesis/disertasi, deskripsikan aktivitas di luar perkuliahan yang akan 
dilakukan selama studi dan bagaimana implementasi hasil studi di 
masyarakat)  
8. Surat rekomendasi dari civitas akademik atau institusi terkait  
9. Surat pernyataan tidak sedang menerima beasiswa sejenis dari sumber 
lain  
 
10. Sertifikat prestasi Nasional atau lnternasional  
11. Esai menggunakan Bahasa Indonesia dengan judul: "Aku Generasi 
Unggul Kebanggaan Bangsa Indonesia" ditulis sebanyak 3-5 halaman pada 
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kertas A4 dengan format hurufTimes New Roman ukuran huruf 12 dengan 
spasi 1.5 line  
 
Tanggal yang Harus Diingat:  
Pendaftaran dan Jadwal:  
Pendaftaran secara online di: 
http://buonline.beasiswaunggulan.kemdikbud.go.id/  
Batch 1 (Gelombang 1) :  
Pendaftaran: 15 Februari -15 April (2017 / 2018)  
Seleksi administrasi dan wawancara: 16 April - 10 Mei (2017 / 2018)  
Pengumuman: 12 Mei (2017 / 2018)  
Batch 2 (Gelombang 2):  
Pendaftaran: 1 Juni - 31 Juli (2017 / 2018)  
Seleksi administrasi dan wawancara: 1 Agustus- 31 Agustus (2017 / 2018)  
Pengumuman: 1 September (2017 / 2018)  
TAMBAHAN INFORMASI:  
Q : Bagaimana apabila prestasi saya bukan tingkat olimpiade Internasional 
atau Nasional?  
A : Silahkan pilih golongan umum.  
Q : Apa itu LoA Unconditional?  
A : LoA Unconditional adalah nama lain/istilah lain dari surat dinyatakan 
lulus di perguruan tinggi tujuan tanpa syarat tambahan.  
Q : Saat ini saya baru menyelesaikan semester 3. Apakah saya dapat 
mengikuti Beasiswa Unggulan?  
A : Salah satu persyaratan adalah bagi mahasiswa on-going semester 
berjalan maksimal di semester 3. Apabila anda saat ini menginjak di 
semester 4, maka anda tidak dapat mendaftar Beasiswa Unggulan.  
Q : Pilihan universitas saya memenuhi persyaratan akreditasi namun tidak 
ada didalam daftar pilihan?  
A : Silahkan laporkan ke email Beasiswa Unggulan dengan 
mencantumkan akreditasi dan nomor SK akreditasi resmi dari Ban-PT. 
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Juga nama lengkap program studi dan akreditasinya serta nomor SK 
akreditasi resmi dari Ban-PT.  
Q : Semester/kelas berapa saja yang harus diupload di Rapor 
SMA/SMK/MA?  
A : Semua semester/kelas.  
Q : Apabila saya tidak lulus di Batch 1 apa bisa mendaftar di Batch 2?  
A : Anda bisa mendaftar di Batch 2 menggunakan akun yang sama di 
Batch 1. Tapi apabila anda tidak lulus di Batch 2, maka anda harus 
membuat akun baru di pendaftaran tahun depan.  
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CONTOH LoA  
CONTOH SURAT REKOMENDASI 
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CHILDREN ACTIVITIES IN RUMAH BACA “TIRAI ILMU” 
1. Children activities in English Mentoring 
 
 
 
 
English course with volunteer in “Minggu Bersama Buku” program. (07/01/2018) 
 
 
 
 
Volunteer give a quiz about new vocabulary of body in “Minggu Bersama Buku” 
program. (07/01/2018) 
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Children were joining in games (jumping word). (21/01/2018) 
 
 
 
 
 
Children were reading a story book with their friend. (21/01/2018) 
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2. Introducing music to children 
 
 
 
 
 
Volunteer from Rumah Baca Sangkrah introduce traditional music daegeum. 
(27/01/2018) 
 
 
 
 
Children also play a song with pianika. (27/01/2018) 
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3. Children activities in ―Berbagi buku“ to commemorate education day May 
2
nd
 2017 
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4. Children activities in traditional games  
 
 
 
 
Children enjoy the traditional game ―Jumping Rope‖. (17/12/2017) 
 
 
 
 
 
The second game is Seller-Customer, the volunteer 
be a seller that offering a book.  (17/12/2017) 
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Volunteer from AIESEC ((Association Internationale des Etudiants en Sciences 
Economiques et Commerciales) join in traditional gamesJeblosan. (10/03/2018) 
      
 
 
 
 
 
 
Joana, member of AIESEC joins in traditional games silent and seek 
(Tempok/Petak Umpet). (11/03/2018) 
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5. Children activities with AIESEC ((Association Internationale des 
Etudiants en Sciences Economiques et Commerciales) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Children learn about traditional music gamelan jawa with member of AIESEC 
from Portugal and Dutch in craftsman house. (04/03/2018) 
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Children enjoy traditional games with Joana and Jennifer in Rumah Baca “Tirai 
Ilmu”. (11/03/2018) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Children enjoy traditional games in Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu”. (11/03/2018) 
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6. Competition skill for children 
 
 
 
 
 
Reading Poetry Contest in event of Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu”. (07/01/2018) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Reading Poetry Contest to commemorate World Book Day. (22/04/2018) 
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7. Handicraft activities with children 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Handicraft by children in Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu” fruit hamper and tissue box. 
(14/01/2018) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Volunteer give an instruction to make key hanger. (28/01/2018)  
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Children make a glass layer from newspaper. (18/02/2018) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Volunteer give an instruction to make key hanger from flannel and cotton.  
(18/03/2018) 
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CATATAN HASIL WAWANCARA 
Nomor   : 01 
Waktu   : Minggu, 1 April 2018  
Tempat  : Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu 
     Krapyak, Pucangan, Kartasura, Sukoharjo 
Narasumber (N) : Onok Sulistyanto 
Pewawancara (P) : Mistia Oktavia Santi 
 
Kegiatan wawancara 
10.00 WIB 
Pewawancara (P) : Apa itu Rumah Baca? 
Narasumber (N) : Rumah Baca adalah awalnya cara saya mengantisipasi 
penggunaan internet oleh anak saya. Dia sering kali 
pergi bersama teman-temannya ke warnet hingga lupa 
waktu. Pernah saya tidak sengaja mencari tahu apa 
yang dilihat teman-temannya di warnet dan sungguh 
membuat saya terkejut karena bukan sesuatu yang 
pantas untuk dilihat. Saya mendapat ide untuk membuat 
perpustakaan untuk anak saya sendiri, tapi saya juga 
kasihan kalau dia sendirian. Masih menimbang segala 
yang dibutuhkan tiba-tiba dikenalkan dengan 
mahasiswa KKN dari IAIN Surakarta, akhirnya saya 
mencoba menyampaikan gagasan saya pada mereka, 
terutama Mas Aris yang sampai sekarang masih 
bertahan disini untuk mengabdi. Setelah berdiskusi, 
saya ingin perpustakaan dapat digunakan oleh semua 
masyarakat disini. Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu meruakan 
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wadah kegiatan yang berbasis literasi yang 
mengupayakan pengembangan potensi masyarakat 
sekitar. Pengembangan ini diarahkan pada potensi 
anak-anak sampai orang dewasa baik dalam bidang 
social maupun ekonomi tapi baru anak-anak yang 
memiliki antusias lebih tinggi.    
(P) : Kapan berdirinya Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu?  
(N) : 9 Oktober 2015  
(P) : Mengapa diberi nama Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu?  
(N) : Merupakan pengembangan ide oleh mahasiswa KKN IAIN Surakarta. 
Tirai merupakan pembatas, Ilmu adalah sumber pengetahuan, maknanya 
Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu adalah tempat yang mampu menyingkap 
pembatas ilmu itu.  
(P) : Bagaimana proses distribusi buku di Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu? 
(N) : Distribusi buku melalui jejaring rekan dalam komunitas Kopi Leso yang 
aktif saling menyumbangkan buku melalui program yang diadakan 
bersama.  
(P) : Bagaimana proses donasi buku di Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu? 
(N) : Donasi buku tidak dibatasi dalam penerimaan, tetapi nantinya akan 
melalui proses 3P (penerimaan, penyaringan, dan pengemasan). Buku 
yang didonasikan tidak harus buku bacaan untuk anak-anak saja, bisa 
buku tulis, buku mewarnai, novel, majalah, buku resep, buku handicraft. 
Variasi dalam penerimaan donasi buku ini bertujuan agar merata karena 
Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu terbuk untuk umum dan semua kalangan. 
Penempatan bukunya dibedakan sesuai level dari anak-anak, remaja, 
dewasa, dimulai dari kolom paling bawah, tengah dan atas. 
(P) : Bagaimana Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu menarik minat masyarakat? 
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(N) : Saya bersama mahasiswa KKN IAIN Surakarta, terutama Mas Aris 
awalnya berkeliling yaitu pendekatan secara individual (door to door). 
Lalu mulai mensosialisasikan melalui lembaga dibantu bapak RT dan 
sesepuh setempat. Setelah itu, baru melalui media social seperti 
facebook, website, dan twitter. Mengenai itu semua saya tidak pernah 
sendiri, selalu didampingi oleh mahasiswa KKN IAIN Surakarta karena 
saya hanya paham cara pakai saja dulu.  
(P) : Bagaimana pendapat masyarakat mengenai adanya Rumah Baca Tirai 
Ilmu? 
(N) : Masyarakat dalam level remaja sampai dewasa masih kurang dalam 
mengikuti program karena ada beberapa penyebab yaitu; latar belakang 
pendidikan mereka yang kurang jadi belum bisa memahami maksud dari 
kegiatan ini. Selain itu, pola pikir dalam kehidupan yang sudah menjadi 
kebiasaan (adat istiadat) tidak mau diajak maju. Mereka menganggap 
kegiatan seperti ini hanya membuang waktu.  
(P) : Apa harapan ke depan untuk Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu selaku bagian dari 
Pustaka Bergerak dan Gerakan Literasi? 
(N) : Semoga anak-anak mampu berkembang menjadi generasi unggul 
melalui Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu dan dasar pendidikan karakter yang coba 
kita tanam bisa dituai nantinya. Menambah program yang Untuk Rumah 
Baca Tirai Ilmu bisa berkembang menjadi pusat pendidikan di luar 
lembaga pendidikan formal yang menjadi pengembang potensi baik 
secara social maupun ekonomi. 
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Catatan hasil wawancara 
Nomor   : 02 
Waktu   : Minggu, 1 April 2018 
Tempat  : Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu 
     Krapyak, Pucangan, Kartasura, Sukoharjo 
Narasumber (N) : Aris Hidayatulloh, S.Hum 
Pewawancara (P) : Mistia Oktavia Santi 
 
Kegiatan wawancara 
11.00 WIB 
Pewawancara (P) : Apa itu Rumah Baca? 
Narasumber (N) : Rumah Baca adalah komunitas yang bertujuan sebagai 
wadah pengembangan bebasis literasi dalam masyarakat. 
Literasi yang dimaksud bukan hanya membaca buku atau 
menulis karangan, tetapi lebih kepada penyelesaian 
masalah dalam kehidupan sehari-hari. Program yang ada 
merupakan bentuk nyata social internship melalui 
volunteerism.  
(P) : Mengapa diberi nama Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu? 
(N) : Tirai memiliki makna pembatas yang perlu dibuka dan bisa dibuka saat 
kita punya kemauan dan kemampuan. Di setiap jendela atau pintu pasti 
ada Tirai, nah kita ibaratkan bahwa ilmu itu perlu dibuka dulu 
pembatasnya baru kita bisa menjelajah ilmu itu.  
(P) : Bagaimana RBTI  membuat program aktivitas berbahasa Inggris? 
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(N) : Dari awal aktif bulan Oktober tahun 2015 diadakan program Fun 
English Club (FEC) setiap satu minggu sekali di hari Sabtu dengan 
pertimbangan sekolah yang aktif dan hari yang sangat dinanti untuk 
bermain. Kami melihat sisi lain dari berkumpul lalu bermain itu. Di FEC 
ini bukanlah suatu pembelajaran Bahasa Inggris seperti dalam kelas, 
melainkan dibuat variatif dalam pengenalan vocab dan cara mengenalkan 
diri dengan Bahasa Inggris. Ada beberapa kesempatan juga bagi anak-
anak untuk langsung bercakap-cakap dengan penutur asli (native). Kami 
ada kerjasama dengan AIESEC (Association Internationale des Etudiants 
en Sciences Economiques et Commerciales) dan sudah beberapa 
perwakilan dari bebeda Negara yang bisa hadir, seperti : Portugal, 
Belanda, Jerman, United Kingdom, Jepang, China, Finlandia, Irlandia, 
Singapura. Tanpa disadari, hal ini menjadi daya tarik tersendiri bagi 
anak-anak untuk lebih rajin belajar Bahasa Inggris, karena mereka 
membayangkan bagaimana rasanya bila bisa berkunjung ke Negara-
negara tersebut. Mayarakat pun mulai merasakan dampak positif dari 
kegiatan Rumah Baca ini. 
Lalu masuk ke tahun 2016, kami menambah program di hari minggu, 
Sunday Morning Book (Minggu Bersama Buku). Seperti halnya hari 
Minggu yang ada dalam benak mereka tetapi kami kemas dalam 
pergerakan literasi yaitu ada waktu kurang lebih 30menit untuk diam 
membaca buku dengan spot-spot yang mereka inginkan. Cara ini 
semakin efektif dengan pengembangan permainan tradisional sebagai 
media aktivitas berbahasa Inggris. Selanjutnya, perhatian ber alih pada 
kesiapan para volunteer yang ingin bergabung dengan Rumah Baca Tirai 
Ilmu.  
Kami tidak membatasi atau mengharuskan volunteer pintar berbahasa 
Inggris, tetai kami malah memberi modal bahasa Asing untuk para 
volunteer di luar keahlian berbahasa Inggris. Program 3 bulan mengenal 
volunteer, cara berbagi dan beberapa test untuk meningkatkan kualitas 
para volunteer dikemas layaknya diklat (pendidikan kilat). Volunteer 
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diberikan kesempatan untuk berlatih cara menulis essay, belajar Bahasa 
Asing (Inggris, Arab dan Jerman). Mereka juga diberi informasi 
mengenai beasiswa-beasiswa yang mungkin mampu mereka dapatkan 
baik dalam negeri maupun luar negeri. Dengan adanya program untuk 
anak-anak dan volunteer, kami berharap nantinya Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu 
bisa lebih maju dalam pengembangan pergerkan literasi dan memberi 
solusi bagi masyarakat secara social dan ekonomi.  
(P) : Bagaimana Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu membuat perbedaan program untuk 
usia pra sekolah? 
(N) : Kami berusaha mencari titik tengah dari rentang umur anak-anak yang 
bergabung dalam komunitas ini. Kami mengenalkan Bahasa Inggris 
bukan seperti mata pelajaran dalam sekolah, melainkan membiasakan 
mereka dengan vocabulary yang sedikit demi sedikit masuk ke dalam 
processor anak-anak. Kami tidak pernah memaksa anak-anak untuk 
menghafal, tetapi seringkali memancing agar mereka mencari tahu dari 
arti vocabulary yang ada. Salah satu sumber vocabulary diambil dari 
buku DEVO, yang membagi vocabulary dalam beberapa tema. 
(P) : Bagaimana proses distribusi buku di Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu? 
(N) : Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu sudah dalam naungan pustaka Bergerak, jadi 
kita menerima juga memberi. Distribusi bukunya masih dalam program 
“Gethok Tular” saja dalam pergerakan literasi ini. Buku-bukunya kami 
cari yang ada 2 cetakan, jadi yang satu untuk disimpan dan yang satu 
lagi diletakkan rak untuk dibaca anak-anak. 
(P) : Bagaimana Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu menarik minat masyarakat? 
(N) : Saya bersama mahasiswa KKN IAIN Surakarta yang lain, awalnya 
berkeliling yaitu pendekatan secara individual (door to door). Lalu 
mulai mensosialisasikan melalui lembaga dibantu bapak RT dan 
sesepuh setempat. Setelah itu, baru melalui media social seperti 
facebook, website, dan twitter. 
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(P) : Bagaimana pendapat masyarakat mengenai adanya Rumah Baca Tirai 
Ilmu? 
(N) : Masyarakat dalam usia remaja dan dewasa masih belum tertarik 
dengan program yang ada dalam Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu karena mereka 
menganggap belum ada keuntungan yang nyata. Kami berusaha untuk 
mencanangkan beberapa program, tetapi latar belakang pemikiran 
mereka belum mau diajak maju dalam pergerakan literasi.    
(P) : Apa harapan ke depan untuk Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu selaku bagian 
dari Pustaka Bergerak dan Gerakan Literasi? 
(N) : Semoga anak-anak lebih giat membaca, lebih berkembang, dan 
masyarakat mau untuk bergabung dalam semua program bukan sekedar 
mendukung anaknya saja. Semoga Rumah Baca juga semakin 
berkembang dan mampu menjadi wadah dalam nilai social dan 
ekonomi masyarakat. Mereka juga mampu memahami bahwa Bahasa 
Inggris bukanlah sesuatu yang sulit dan bisa mengaplikasikan sesuai 
kebutuhan.    
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Catatan hasil wawancara 
Nomor   : 01 
Waktu   : Minggu, 08 April 2018 
     Pukul 10.30-10.45 WIB  
Tempat  : Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu 
     Krapyak, Pucangan, Kartasura, Sukoharjo 
Narasumber (N) : Ridwan   
Pewawancara (P) : Mistia Oktavia Santi 
 
Kegiatan wawancara 
10.30 WIB 
Pewawancara (P) : Halo dik, namanya siapa? 
Narasumber (N) : Ridwan 
(P) : Sekolah kelas berapa dik?  
(N) : 1SD 
(P) : Sekolah dimana dik? 
(N) : SDN Pucangan 2 
(P) : Belajar di Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu tiap hari apa? 
(N) : Minggu 
(P) : Suka belajar apa? Bahasa Inggris? 
(N) : Ya. Bahasa Inggris 
 (P) : Biasanya belajar tentang dongeng atau tebak-tebakan? 
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(N) : Tebak-tebakan 
(P) : Yang paling suka belajar tentang apa? 
(N) : Angka 
(P) : Coba sebutkan bahasa Inggris 1-10, hafal? 
(N) : One, Two, Three, Four, Five, Six, Seven, Eight, Nine, Ten 
(P) : Wah, sudah lancar yaa, kalau buah-buahan sudah hafal? 
(N) : Belum 
(P) : Belajar lagi ya, dik! Semangat belajarnya ya dik… Terimakasih… 
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Catatan hasil wawancara 
Nomor   : 02 
Waktu   : Minggu, 08 April 2018 
     Pukul 10.45-11.00 WIB  
Tempat  : Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu 
     Krapyak, Pucangan, Kartasura, Sukoharjo 
Narasumber (N) : Satria Faith   
Pewawancara (P) : Mistia Oktavia Santi 
 
Kegiatan wawancara 
10.45 WIB 
Pewawancara (P) : Halo dik, namanya siapa? 
Narasumber (N) : Satria Faith Mahendra 
(P) : Sekolah kelas berapa dik?  
(N) : 1SD 
(P) : Sekolah dimana dik? 
(N) : MIM Pucangan 
(P) : Belajar di Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu tiap hari apa? 
(N) : Minggu 
(P) : Suka belajar apa? Bahasa Inggris? 
(N) : Ya. Bahasa Inggris 
(P) : Biasanya ke Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu sama siapa? Atau sendiri? 
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(N) : Sama teman. Sella dan Mbak Dini 
(P) : Biasanya belajar tentang dongeng atau tebak-tebakan? 
(N) : Tebak-tebakan 
(P) : Yang paling suka belajar tentang apa? 
(N) : Angka 
(P) : Coba sebutkan bahasa Inggris 1-10, hafal? 
(N) : One, Two, Three, Four, Five, Six, Seven, Eight, Nine, Ten 
(P) : Wah, sudah lancar yaa, kalau buah-buahan sudah hafal? 
(N) : Belum 
(P) : Belajar lagi ya, dik! Biasanya suka pinjam buku tidak? 
(N) : Tidak. Takut hilang. 
(P) : Semangat belajarnya ya dik… Terimakasih… 
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Catatan hasil wawancara 
Nomor   : 03 
Waktu   : Minggu, 08 April 2018 
     Pukul 11.00-11.15 WIB  
Tempat  : Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu 
     Krapyak, Pucangan, Kartasura, Sukoharjo 
Narasumber (N) : Kayla Putri  
Pewawancara (P) : Mistia Oktavia Santi 
 
Kegiatan wawancara 
11.00 WIB 
Pewawancara (P) : Halo dik, namanya siapa? 
Narasumber (N) : Kayla Putri 
(P) : Sekolah kelas berapa dik?  
(N) : 2SD 
(P) : Sekolah dimana dik? 
(N) : SDN Pucangan 2 
(P) : Belajar di Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu tiap hari apa? 
(N) : Minggu 
(P) : Suka belajar apa? Bahasa Inggris? 
(N) : Ya. Bahasa Inggris 
(P) : Biasanya ke Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu sama siapa? Atau sendiri? 
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(N) : Sama teman. Nadila, Genis, Adit 
(P) : Biasanya belajar tentang dongeng atau tebak-tebakan? 
(N) : Dongeng paling suka kalau dibacakan sambil mainan boneka. 
(P) : Wah, paling suka dongeng yaa, kalau buah-buahan sudah hafal? 
(N) : Belum 
(P) : Belajar lagi ya, dik! Terimakasih… 
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Catatan hasil wawancara 
Nomor   : 04 
Waktu   : Minggu, 08 April 2018 
     Pukul 11.00-11.15 WIB 
Tempat  : Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu 
     Krapyak, Pucangan, Kartasura, Sukoharjo 
Narasumber (N) : Yuda 
Pewawancara (P) : Mistia Oktavia Santi 
 
Kegiatan wawancara 
11.00 WIB 
Pewawancara (P) : Halo dik, namanya siapa? 
Narasumber (N) : Yuda 
(P) : Sekolah kelas berapa dik?  
(N) : 2SD 
(P) : Sekolah dimana dik? 
(N) : MI Seraten 
(P) : Belajar di Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu tiap hari apa? 
(N) : Minggu 
(P) : Biasanya ke Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu sama siapa? Atau sendiri? 
(N) : Sama Adit 
(P) : Biasanya belajar tentang dongeng atau tebak-tebakan? 
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(N) : Tebak-tebakan 
(P) : Yang paling suka belajar tentang apa? 
(N) : Hewan-hewan 
(P) : Coba sebutkan nama-nama hewan di Bahasa Inggris. 
(N) : Giraffe, Lion, Tiger, Snake, Fish, Cat, Rabbit, Bird, Cow. 
(P) : Wah, sudah lancar yaa, kalau buah-buahan sudah hafal? 
(N) : Belum 
(P) : Belajar lagi ya, dik! Semangat belajarnya ya dik… Terimakasih… 
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Catatan hasil wawancara 
Nomor   : 05 
Waktu   : Minggu, 15 April 2018 
     Pukul 10.30-10.45 WIB  
Tempat  : Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu 
     Krapyak, Pucangan, Kartasura, Sukoharjo 
Narasumber (N) : Adit  
Pewawancara (P) : Mistia Oktavia Santi 
 
Kegiatan wawancara 
10.30 WIB 
Pewawancara (P) : Halo dik, namanya siapa? 
Narasumber (N) : Adit 
(P) : Sekolah kelas berapa dik?  
(N) : 2SD 
(P) : Sekolah dimana dik? 
(N) : MI Seraten 
(P) : Belajar di Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu tiap hari apa? 
(N) : Minggu 
(P) : Suka belajar apa? Bahasa Inggris? 
(N) : Ya. Bahasa Inggris 
(P) : Biasanya belajar tentang dongeng atau tebak-tebakan? 
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(N) : Tebak-tebakan 
(P) : Yang paling suka belajar tentang apa? 
(N) : Angka 
(P) : Coba sebutkan bahasa Inggris 1-10, hafal? 
(N) : One, Two, Three, Four, Five, Six, Seven, Eight, Nine, Ten 
(P) : Wah, sudah lancar yaa, kalau buah-buahan sudah hafal? 
(N) : Belum 
(P) : Semangat belajarnya ya dik… Terimakasih… 
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Catatan hasil wawancara 
Nomor   : 06 
Waktu   : Minggu, 15 April 2018 
     Pukul 10.45-11.00 WIB  
Tempat  : Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu 
     Krapyak, Pucangan, Kartasura, Sukoharjo 
Narasumber (N) : Rifqi Bramayuda  
Pewawancara (P) : Mistia Oktavia Santi 
 
Kegiatan wawancara 
10.45 WIB 
Pewawancara (P) : Halo dik, namanya siapa? 
Narasumber (N) : Rifqi Bramayuda 
(P) : Sekolah kelas berapa dik?  
(N) : 3SD 
(P) : Sekolah dimana dik? 
(N) : SDN Pucangan 3 
(P) : Belajar di Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu tiap hari apa? 
(N) : Minggu 
(P) : Biasanya belajar tentang dongeng atau tebak-tebakan? 
(N) : Tebak-tebakan 
(P) : Yang paling suka belajar tentang apa? 
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(N) : Angka 
(P) : Coba sebutkan bahasa Inggris 1-10, hafal? 
(N) : One, Two, Three, Four, Five, Six, Seven, Eight, Nine, Ten 
(P) : Wah, sudah lancar yaa, kalau buah-buahan sudah hafal? 
(N) : Belum 
(P) : Belajar lagi ya, dik! Biasanya suka pinjam buku tidak? 
(N) : Tidak. Tidak suka baca buku. 
(P) : Semangat belajarnya ya dik… Terimakasih… 
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Catatan hasil wawancara 
Nomor   : 07 
Waktu   : Minggu, 22 April 2018 
     Pukul 10.30-10.45 WIB 
Tempat  : Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu 
     Krapyak, Pucangan, Kartasura, Sukoharjo 
Narasumber (N) : Sherly Aulia   
Pewawancara (P) : Mistia Oktavia Santi 
 
Kegiatan wawancara 
10.30 WIB 
Pewawancara (P) : Halo dik, namanya siapa? 
Narasumber (N) : Sherly Aulia 
(P) : Sekolah kelas berapa dik?  
(N) : 1SD 
(P) : Sekolah dimana dik? 
(N) : SDN Pucangan 4 
(P) : Sudah pernah belajar Bahasa Inggris? 
(N) : Sudah 
(P) : Belajarnya di Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu? 
(N) : Ya. 
(P) : Pernah diajarkan tentang angka-angka ya? 
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(N) : Ya.  
(P) : Yang ingat Bahasa Inggrisnya angka berapa? 
(N) : One, Two, Three, Four, Five 
(P) : Sherly suka belajar di Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu? 
(N) : Suka 
(P) : Yang paling suka apa? Dibacakan dongeng pakai boneka? 
(N) : Suka mainan, jual-jualan. 
(P) : Jadi Sherly belajar Bahasa Inggris dari mainan jual-jualan? 
(N) : Ya. 
(P) : Terimakasih ya dik… 
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Catatan hasil wawancara 
Nomor   : 08 
Waktu   : Minggu, 22 April 2018 
     Pukul 10.45-11.00 WIB 
Tempat  : Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu 
     Krapyak, Pucangan, Kartasura, Sukoharjo 
Narasumber (N) : Genisha Ayu Pratiwi 
Pewawancara (P) : Mistia Oktavia Santi 
 
Kegiatan wawancara 
10.45 WIB 
Pewawancara (P) : Halo dik, namanya siapa? 
Narasumber (N) : Genisha Ayu Pratiwi 
(P) : Sekolah kelas berapa dik?  
(N) : 2SD 
(P) : Sekolah dimana dik? 
(N) : SDN Pucangan 2 
(P) : Sudah pernah belajar Bahasa Inggris sebelumnya? 
(N) : Sudah agak bisa. Sekarang tambah bisa.    
(P) : Suka belajar apa? Bahasa Inggris? 
(N) : Ya. Bahasa Inggris 
(P) : Yang paling suka belajar tentang apa? 
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(N) : Angka 
(P) : Coba sebutkan bahasa Inggris 1-10, hafal? 
(N) : One, Two, Three, Four, Five, Six, Seven, Eight, Nine, Ten 
(P) : Wah, sudah lancar yaa, kalau buah-buahan sudah hafal? 
(N) : Sedikit 
(P) : Coba sebutkan nama buah dalam Bahasa Inggris! 
(N) : Banana, Apple, Mango, Papaya. 
(P) : Sudah pintar Genisha. Biasanya belajar ke Rumah Baca tiap hari apa? 
(N) : Minggu, kadang-kadang hari Sabtu, kadang juga setiap hari. 
(P) : Apa yang membuat Genisha suka datang ke Rumah Baca? 
(N) : Suka, bisa pinjam buku, menambah ilmu, bisa mainan juga. 
(P) : Suka mainan apa? 
(N) : Mainan jual-jualan pakai Bahasa Inggris. 
(P) : Susah tidak mainan jual-jualan pakai Bahasa Inggris? 
(N) : Agak sulit tapi sekarang sudah belajar 
(P) : Bagaimana proses permainan jual-jualan pakai Bahasa Inggris? 
(N) : Nanti ada yang jadi penjual, kalau mau beli harus sebutin bahasa 
Inggrisnya nama barangnya itu. Contohnya mau beli buku, bilangnya ―book‖ 
seperti itu.   
(P) : Terimakasih ya dik Genis… 
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Catatan hasil wawancara 
Nomor   : 09 
Waktu   : Minggu, 22 April 2018 
     Pukul 11.00-11.15 WIB 
Tempat  : Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu 
     Krapyak, Pucangan, Kartasura, Sukoharjo 
Narasumber (N) : Melisa Aulia  
Pewawancara (P) : Mistia Oktavia Santi 
 
Kegiatan wawancara 
11.00 WIB 
Pewawancara (P) : Halo dik, namanya siapa? 
Narasumber (N) : Melisa Aulia 
(P) : Sekolah kelas berapa dik?  
(N) : 3SD 
(P) : Sekolah dimana dik? 
(N) : SDN Pucangan 4 
(P) : Di sekolah sudah belajar Bahasa Inggris? 
(N) : Sudah 
(P) : Paling suka belajar apa? 
(N) : Baca buku yang ada Bahasa Inggrisnya. 
(P) : Suka buku tentang apa? 
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(N) : Buku Dongeng tentang Cinderella, suka karena ada gambarnya. 
(P) : Selain baca buku, apa lagi? Mainan? 
(N) : Ya. Mainan jual-jualan.  
(P) : Selain dongeng, suka belajar apa dik? 
(N) : Suka belajar buah-buahan. Banana, Apple, papaya, mango. 
 (P) : Semangat belajarnya ya dik… Terimakasih… 
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Catatan hasil wawancara 
Nomor   : 10 
Waktu   : Minggu, 22 April 2018 
     Pukul 11.15-11.30 WIB 
Tempat  : Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu 
     Krapyak, Pucangan, Kartasura, Sukoharjo 
Narasumber (N) : Aulia Rizkita Ayu  
Pewawancara (P) : Mistia Oktavia Santi 
Kegiatan wawancara 
11.15 WIB 
Pewawancara (P) : Halo dik, namanya siapa? 
Narasumber (N) : Aulia Rizkita Ayu 
(P) : Sekolah kelas berapa dik?  
(N) : 4SD 
(P) : Sekolah dimana dik? 
(N) : SDN Pucangan 2 
(P) : Belajar di Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu tiap hari apa? 
(N) : Minggu 
(P) : Suka belajar apa? Bahasa Inggris? 
(N) : Ya. Bahasa Inggris 
(P) : Suka belajar Bahasa Inggris di Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu? Suka karena 
apa?  
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(N) : Suka karena belajarnya pakai mainan. Biasanya ada LCC juga, Lomba 
Cerdas Cermat 
(P) : Biasanya tebak-tebakan apa? Buah-buahan? Angka? 
(N) : Tebak-tebakan. Buah-buahan.  
   Banana, Grape, Melon, Durian, Strawberry, Mango, Papaya, Orange, 
Starfruit, Jackfruit.   
(P) : Biasanya yang mengajar Bahasa Inggris Mbak Tutor atau Mas Tutor? 
Lebih suka yang mana? Alasanya apa? 
(N) : Kadang-kadang Mbak Tutor, kadang-kadang Mas Tutor. Paling suka 
Mbak Tutor karena sering diajak permainan.  
(P) : Terimakasih ya dik… 
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Catatan hasil wawancara 
Nomor   : 11 
Waktu   : Minggu, 22 April 2018 
     Pukul 11.30-11.45 WIB 
Tempat  : Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu 
     Krapyak, Pucangan, Kartasura, Sukoharjo 
Narasumber (N) : Alfayrus Rafi  
Pewawancara (P) : Mistia Oktavia Santi 
 
Kegiatan wawancara 
11.30 WIB 
Pewawancara (P) : Halo dik, namanya siapa? 
Narasumber (N) : Alfayrus Rafi 
(P) : Sekolah kelas berapa dik?  
(N) : 4SD 
(P) : Sekolah dimana dik? 
(N) : SDN Pucangan 2 
(P) : Suka belajar apa? Bahasa Inggris? 
(N) : Ya. Bahasa Inggris 
(P) : Suka belajar apa? Dongeng? Baca sendiri atau dibacakan? 
(N) : Suka dongeng, Lebih suka dibacakan dengan alat peraga. 
(P) : Selain dongeng, suka belajar apa? buah-buahan sudah hafal? 
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(N) : Banana, mango, rambutan, papaya, watermelon, melon, pineapple, apple, 
orange, starfruit,   
(P) : Semangat belajarnya ya dik… Terimakasih… 
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Catatan hasil wawancara 
Nomor   : 12 
Waktu   : Minggu, 12 Mei 2018 
     Pukul 10.30-10.45 WIB 
Tempat  : Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu 
     Krapyak, Pucangan, Kartasura, Sukoharjo 
Narasumber (N) : Gistiar  
Pewawancara (P) : Mistia Oktavia Santi 
Kegiatan wawancara 
10.30 WIB 
Pewawancara (P) : Halo dik, namanya siapa? 
Narasumber (N) : Gistiar 
(P) : Sekolah kelas berapa dik?  
(N) : TK B 
(P) : Sekolah dimana dik? 
(N) : PAUD ANAK HEBAT 
(P) : Belajar di Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu tiap hari apa? 
(N) : Minggu 
(P) : Biasanya ke Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu sama siapa? Atau sendiri? 
(N) : Sama Mbak Sherly, Mbak Melisa. 
(P) : Biasanya belajar tentang dongeng atau tebak-tebakan? 
(N) : Cerita dongeng 
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(P) : Yang paling suka cerita apa? 
(N) : Semut 
(P) : Semut dan Belalang ya. Biasanya dibacakan siapa? 
(N) : Mbak Jamil 
(P) : Kalau angka ada yang tahu Bahasa Inggrisnya? 
(N) : One, Two, Three, Four, Five. 
(P) : Belajar lagi ya, dik!  
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Catatan hasil wawancara 
Nomor   : 13 
Waktu   : Minggu, 12 Mei 2018 
     Pukul 10.45-11.00 WIB 
Tempat  : Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu 
     Krapyak, Pucangan, Kartasura, Sukoharjo 
Narasumber (N) : Ragil Nur Jati  
Pewawancara (P) : Mistia Oktavia Santi 
 
Kegiatan wawancara 
10.45 WIB 
Pewawancara (P) : Halo dik, namanya siapa? 
Narasumber (N) : Ragil Nur Jati 
(P) : Sekolah kelas berapa dik?  
(N) : 4SD 
(P) : Sekolah dimana dik? 
(N) : SDN Pucangan 2 
(P) : Suka belajar apa? Bahasa Inggris? 
(N) : Bahasa Inggris 
(P) : Biasanya ke Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu sama siapa? Atau sendiri? 
(N) : Sama Rafi. 
(P) : Biasanya belajar tentang dongeng atau tebak-tebakan? 
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(N) : Mainan 
(P) : Yang paling suka mainan apa? 
(N) : Delikan (Petak Umpet)  
(P) : Alasanya apa suka mainan itu? Sulit atau tidak mainan pakai Bahasa 
Inggris? 
(N) : Kalau menghitungnya tidak sulit, tapi hukumannya sulit mbak. 
(P) : Coba sebutkan cara menghitungnya! 
(N) : One, Two, Three, Four, Five, Six, Seven, Eight, Nine, Ten 
(P) : Wah, sudah lancar yaa, kalau hukumannya disuruh apa? 
(N) : Nyanyi atau Sebutkan apa-apa dengan Bahasa Inggris. Kalau sudah 
bingung nyanyi Twinkle-Twinkle Little Star. 
(P) : Biasanya suka pinjam buku tidak? 
(N) : Jarang. Kalau mengerjakan PR pinjam buku. 
(P) : Semangat belajarnya ya dik… Terimakasih… 
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Catatan hasil wawancara 
Nomor   : 14 
Waktu   : Minggu, 12 Mei 2018 
     Pukul 11.00-11.15 WIB 
Tempat  : Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu 
     Krapyak, Pucangan, Kartasura, Sukoharjo 
Narasumber (N) : Bagas 
Pewawancara (P) : Mistia Oktavia Santi 
 
Kegiatan wawancara 
11.00 WIB 
Pewawancara (P) : Halo dik, namanya siapa? 
Narasumber (N) : Bagas 
(P) : Sekolah kelas berapa dik?  
(N) : TK A 
(P) : Sekolah dimana dik? 
(N) : AL-HILAL 
(P) : Belajar di Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu tiap hari apa? 
(N) : Minggu 
(P) : Biasanya ke Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu sama siapa? Atau sendiri? 
(N) : Sama Kakak. 
(P) : Biasanya belajar tentang dongeng atau tebak-tebakan? 
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(N) : Tebak-tebakan 
(P) : Yang paling suka belajar tentang apa? 
(N) : Hewan 
(P) : Coba sebutkan nama-nama hewan dalam bahasa Inggris? 
(N) : Cat, Mouse, Rabbit, Bird. 
(P) : Wah, pintar yaa, kalau buah-buahan sudah hafal? 
(N) : Mango, Melon, Durian 
(P) : Belajar lagi ya, dik! Terimakasih… 
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Catatan hasil wawancara 
Nomor   : 15 
Waktu   : Minggu, 12 Mei 2018 
     Pukul 11.15-11.30 WIB 
Tempat  : Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu 
     Krapyak, Pucangan, Kartasura, Sukoharjo 
Narasumber (N) : Fandi 
Pewawancara (P) : Mistia Oktavia Santi 
 
Kegiatan wawancara 
11.15 WIB 
Pewawancara (P) : Halo dik, namanya siapa? 
Narasumber (N) : Fandi 
(P) : Sekolah kelas berapa dik?  
(N) : TK B 
(P) : Sekolah dimana dik? 
(N) : DARUSSALAM 
(P) : Belajar di Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu tiap hari apa? 
(N) : Minggu 
 (P) : Biasanya belajar tentang dongeng atau tebak-tebakan? 
(N) : Tebak-tebakan 
(P) : Yang paling suka belajar tentang apa? 
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(N) : Angka 
(P) : Coba sebutkan bahasa Inggris 1-10, hafal? 
(N) : One, Two, Three, Four, Five, Six, Seven, Eight, Nine, Ten. 
(P) : Semangat belajarnya ya dik… Terimakasih… 
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Catatan hasil wawancara 
Nomor   : 16 
Waktu   : Minggu, 12 Mei 2018 
     Pukul 11.30-11.45 WIB 
Tempat  : Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu 
     Krapyak, Pucangan, Kartasura, Sukoharjo 
Narasumber (N) : Dicky 
Pewawancara (P) : Mistia Oktavia Santi 
 
Kegiatan wawancara 
11.30 WIB 
Pewawancara (P) : Halo dik, namanya siapa? 
Narasumber (N) : Dicky  
(P) : Sekolah kelas berapa dik?  
(N) : TK A 
(P) : Sekolah dimana dik? 
(N) : DARUSSALAM 
(P) : Belajar di Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu tiap hari apa? 
(N) : Minggu 
(P) : Suka belajar apa? Bahasa Inggris? 
(N) : Suka semua. 
(P) : Biasanya ke Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu sama siapa? Atau sendiri? 
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(N) : Sama teman-teman. 
(P) : Biasanya belajar tentang dongeng atau tebak-tebakan? 
(N) : Tebak-tebakan 
(P) : Yang paling suka belajar tentang hewan ya? Coba sebutkan nama hewan 
dalam Bahasa Inggris! 
(N) : Ya. Tiger, Lion, Snake, Bear, Monkey. 
(P) : Coba sebutkan bahasa Inggris 1-10, hafal? 
(N) : Belum 
(P) : Semangat belajarnya ya dik… Terimakasih… 
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Catatan hasil wawancara 
Nomor   : 17 
Waktu   : Minggu, 20 Mei 2018 
     Pukul 10.30-10.45 WIB  
Tempat  : Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu 
     Krapyak, Pucangan, Kartasura, Sukoharjo 
Narasumber (N) : Nadila Vega  
Pewawancara (P) : Mistia Oktavia Santi 
 
Kegiatan wawancara 
10.30 WIB 
Pewawancara (P) : Halo dik, namanya siapa? 
Narasumber (N) : Nadila Vega 
(P) : Sekolah kelas berapa dik?  
(N) : 3SD 
(P) : Sekolah dimana dik? 
(N) : SDN Pucangan 2 
(P) : Suka belajar apa? Bahasa Inggris? 
(N) : Ya. Bahasa Inggris 
(P) : Biasanya belajar tentang dongeng atau tebak-tebakan? 
(N) : Dongeng pakai wayang-wayangan 
(P) : Yang paling suka cerita tentang apa? Wayang-wayangan itu apa? 
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(N) : Si KANCIL. Gambar yang dikasih pegangan mbak. 
(P) : Nadila suka dongeng Cinderella juga? 
(N) : Suka, tapi belum hafal Bahasa Inggrisnya.  
(P) : Belajar lagi ya, dik! Biasanya suka pinjam buku tidak? 
(N) : Ya, biasanya pinjam buku cerita, buku kata-kata yang seperti kamus 
Bahasa Inggris tapi lebih besar. 
(P) : Biasanya pinjam per hari atau per minggu? 
(N) : Aku pinjam per hari, lebih nyaman belajar disini daripada di rumah.  
(P) : Semangat belajarnya ya dik… Terimakasih… 
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Catatan hasil wawancara 
Nomor   : 18 
Waktu   : Minggu, 20 Mei 2018 
     Pukul 10.45-11.00 WIB  
Tempat  : Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu 
     Krapyak, Pucangan, Kartasura, Sukoharjo 
Narasumber (N) : Adeva Rafsandrina  
Pewawancara (P) : Mistia Oktavia Santi 
 
Kegiatan wawancara 
10.45 WIB 
Pewawancara (P) : Halo dik, namanya siapa? 
Narasumber (N) : Adeva Rafsandrina 
(P) : Sekolah kelas berapa dik?  
(N) : PAUD 
(P) : Sekolah dimana dik? 
(N) : PAUD ANAK HEBAT 
(P) : Belajar di Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu tiap hari apa? 
(N) : Minggu 
(P) : Suka belajar apa? Dongeng? Baca sendiri atau dibacakan? 
(N) : Suka dongeng, Lebih suka dibacakan dengan alat peraga. 
(P) : Selain dongeng, suka belajar apa? buah-buahan sudah hafal? 
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(N) : Mango, Rambutan, Papaya, Melon. 
(P) : Semangat belajarnya ya dik… Terimakasih… 
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Catatan hasil wawancara 
Nomor   : 19 
Waktu   : Minggu, 20 Mei 2018 
     Pukul 11.15-11.30 WIB 
Tempat  : Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu 
     Krapyak, Pucangan, Kartasura, Sukoharjo 
Narasumber (N) : Risella Nirmala  
Pewawancara (P) : Mistia Oktavia Santi 
 
Kegiatan wawancara 
11.15 WIB 
Pewawancara (P) : Halo dik, namanya siapa? 
Narasumber (N) : Risella Nirmala  
(P) : Sekolah kelas berapa dik?  
(N) : 4SD 
(P) : Sekolah dimana dik? 
(N) : SDN Pucangan 2 
(P) : Di Sekolah sudah belajar Bahasa Inggris? 
(N) : Sudah 
(P) : Di Rumah Baca suka belajar apa? Bahasa Inggris juga? 
(N) : Ya. Bahasa Inggris. 
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(P) : Suka belajar bahasa Inggris di Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu karena apa? Baca 
buku apa? 
(N) : Buku Dongeng Bahasa Inggris 
(P) : Biasanya boleh pinjam berapa buku? 
(N) : Biasanya 1 hari 1 buku, kalau sudah selesai dikembalikan lalu boleh 
pinjem lagi.  
(P) : Kalau untuk belajar paling suka apa? 
(N) : Hewan 
(P) : Coba sebutkan nama-nama hewan yang hafal! 
(N) : Tiger, Bear, Rabbit, Fish, Cat, Snake, Chicken, Mosquito. 
(P) : Terimakasih ya dek Sella… 
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Catatan hasil wawancara 
Nomor   : 20 
Waktu   : Minggu, 20 Mei 2018 
     Pukul 11.30-11.45 WIB 
Tempat  : Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu 
     Krapyak, Pucangan, Kartasura, Sukoharjo 
Narasumber (N) : Albi 
Pewawancara (P) : Mistia Oktavia Santi 
 
Kegiatan wawancara 
11.30 WIB 
Pewawancara (P) : Halo dik, namanya siapa? 
Narasumber (N) : Albi 
(P) : Sekolah kelas berapa dik?  
(N) : PAUD  
(P) : Sekolah dimana dik? 
(N) : PAUD ANAK HEBAT 
(P) : Belajar di Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu tiap hari apa? 
(N) : Minggu 
(P) : Suka belajar apa? Bahasa Inggris? 
(N) : Ya. 
(P) : Biasanya ke Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu sama siapa? Atau sendiri? 
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(N) : Sama teman. 
(P) : Biasanya belajar tentang dongeng atau tebak-tebakan? 
(N) : Tebak-tebakan 
(P) : Yang paling suka belajar tentang apa? Coba Sebutkan dik, Al. 
(N) : Hewan. Tiger, Lion, Snake, Bear, Monkey. 
(P) : Belajar lagi ya, dik! Biasanya suka pinjam buku tidak? 
(N) : Tidak. Takut hilang. 
(P) : Semangat belajarnya ya dik… Terimakasih… 
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FIELD-NOTE 
Nomor   : 01 
Waktu   : Minggu, 4 February 2018  
Tempat  : Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu 
     Krapyak, Pucangan, Kartasura, Sukoharjo 
Training of Tutor 
Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu opens recruitment for volunteer that wants to join there. 
Mr. Onok as a founder of Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu invited everyone that come 
from university, community, and another area. He wants to get volunteers with a 
lot of characteristic and experience so they can understand the children. He also 
invited speakers for introducing about volunteerism, English language, children 
and dedication in society. The first speaker from IAIN Surakarta is Mrs. Aisyah. 
She tells about her dedication experience in society with a lot of obstacle. She 
tries to get best appreciation of her point of view in education. She was start with 
joining to be a tutor in TPA non fee but she feels it is enough for her. Then, she 
was register to university for doctoral program with dedication experience to main 
idea in her essay. How she can growth up with achievement struggle and get a 
best appreciate now. She starts with positive thinking, smile, and remembers 
about the power of Allah SWT. The audience interested to her story especially the 
struggle in education and the last session Mrs. Aisyah give a reward for audience 
that ask something about her story. 
The second speaker is Mr. Edy, fairy of book in TPA Darul Falah at Widorosari, 
Pucangan. He is a special person with a lot of idea to increasing progress of TPA 
Darul Falah. He likes to learn with children especially about religion knowledge 
and available for book borrowing in a week. He brings some of book about 
religion such as; reading Alquran method, Nabi and Rasul story, Directive of Haji 
and Umroh, etc. another book with English language, Mathematic book, Sains 
book that has relation with children school. In the first time, he was come to Darul 
Falah mosque because wants to be a mosque manager that everyday clean up the 
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mosque and preparing sholat jamaah but never see children come to the mosque. 
He asks the agreement of Imam Masjid to make a positive activity, TPA for 
children. He asks the chairman of that area to share information about TPA in 
every evening in Darul Falah mosque with free payment. Waiting for three days, 
children come to registers TPA Darul Falah and start with 4 children, he keep the 
spirit to learn together. Now, he was remember TPA Darul Falah up down until 4 
times but he always charge his spirit with open register in TPA Betikan. Then, the 
activities develop to borrowing book to fairy of book, Mr. Edy for everyone in the 
Pucangan area. He went to around of area with bicycle that full of book and stay 
at one location ten-fifteen minutes for book transaction. He said that struggle can 
show who you are in life especially in front of Allah SWT. For closing session, 
the speakers ask to sholat dhuhur berjamaah with audience, event committee and 
children.     
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FIELD-NOTE 
Nomor   : 02 
Waktu   : Minggu, 11 February 2018  
Tempat  : Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu 
     Krapyak, Pucangan, Kartasura, Sukoharjo 
Essay Writing  
Last week is about experience talk with Mrs. Aisyah and Mr. Edy that close with 
sholat jamaah, for this meeting audience (all volunteer invited to join in Essay 
Writing Section. Mr. Aris that can be a speaker was ready with some example of 
essay; he talks about the characteristic of Essay in general such as: 
a. Include a thesis statement in introduction. 
b. Begin each of paragraphs with a topic sentence. 
c. Established the writer credibility. 
d. Writer position is reasonable, logical and supported by factual information. 
e. Engage the emotions of reader with creative written. 
f. In the last, conclude your essay with rephrase the main point.   
In this section, Mr. Aris tells about his essay for getting scholarship in Gajah 
Mada University that shows Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu as an inspiration. He tells 
about himself with a lot of experience during join to increasing Rumah Baca Tirai 
Ilmu progress. Develop a community is not only about the participants but also 
the method that used. Community is a body of person that can feels sadness and 
happiness together. It can growth up and down hanging on the person inside of it 
that contribute in solving problem there also. Mr. Aris remember that essay give a 
strength in properness scholarship assessment so we must written carefully also.    
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FIELD-NOTE 
Nomor   : 03 
Waktu   : Minggu, 18 February 2018  
Tempat  : Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu 
     Krapyak, Pucangan, Kartasura, Sukoharjo 
English Mentoring 
Today, volunteer meet with the children that join in Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu to 
sharing about English, how can get the children attention with unique method. Mr. 
Onok divided to 4 groups, each group consists of 4 children and 2 volunteer. The 
theme for that day is ―I’m strong like….‖ Volunteer must help children to find 
anything that refers to “strong” around the Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu. Then, they 
can write down in a paper the name of thing with Indonesia and English language. 
They must find ten objects in ten minutes and write down in five minutes. 
Volunteer just help to find not to translate the name but they can give a clue with 
write one word to the children. Name of 4 groups are Bus, Train, Plane and Ship 
because it is a transportation that can full a lot of people.  
Group Bus get 7 objects, Train get 9 objects, Plane get 4 objects and Ship get 9 
objects also. Group Train and Ship meet in a grand finals with another game but 
same theme ―I’m strong like…‖. In this step, 2 group in a guessing game without 
properties in 7 secret sentences. Volunteer for each group allowed to help give the 
answer but he just give a clue in one word. In this game, Train group demonstrate 
about something and Ship group must answer clearly to get 4 points. When the 
answer is wrong, the group was lost 2 score. The first is ―I’m strong like an 
elephant‖, Train group demonstrate to Ship group but can’t answer clearly. The 
second is ―I’m strong like a stone‖ and can’t answer clearly. In the last, the winner 
of this game is Train group. For this session is closing by saying hamdalah 
together and give the reward for all groups with another package.      
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FIELD-NOTE 
Nomor   : 04 
Waktu   : Minggu, 25 February 2018  
Tempat  : Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu 
     Krapyak, Pucangan, Kartasura, Sukoharjo 
Scholarship Talk I 
In this section, Mr.Onok and Mr. Aris share about scholarship in LPDP program 
that open at 280 universities in other country, 17 universities in Indonesia. LPDP 
(Lembaga Pengelola Dana Pendidikan give a chance for all generation in 
Indonesia to join this program and hope to come back with a special plan for 
country progress. Children that can get the scholarship take a free payment for 
them until degree, magister and doctor program finish. The payment is about 
university administration, living cost, research and book that they need. 
Remember, when we want to take the scholarship in this program, we must 
prepare it clearly, such as: 
a. English qualification ( IELTS and TOEFL) 
b. Personal Letter (Motivational letter) 
c. Academic reference 
d. Academic transcription 
e. Academic/Degree Certificate 
f. Curriculum Vitae 
English subject/ English language is not difficult when we can enjoy learning with 
true method. Method can choose by our tutor or teacher and we must make it 
appropriate for us. Rumah Baca “Tirai Ilmu‖ not concern to make you really 
smart in English but we makes you enjoy in English. Introducing English with 
game, book, and story can make you enjoy and like to learn English. Scholarship 
is not only program for diligent children but also for us that wants to get it. When 
we can to build a reason as high as Chinese Walls, we can get anything we want. 
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Mr. Onok hopes one of the children can get this scholarship in the future and 
come back with success story from another country. 
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FIELD-NOTE 
Nomor   : 05 
Waktu   : Minggu, 4 March 2018  
Tempat  : Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu 
     Krapyak, Pucangan, Kartasura, Sukoharjo 
Retelling Story 
Volunteer make a show about legend story of Malin Kundang and give some 
question for children. He was prepared a reward for children that answer clearly. 
Retelling story is one of children interesting in Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu because it 
can increase children imagination. Volunteer choose a story that have moral value 
to remember about kindness for children. He likes to tell about legend such as: 
Malin Kundang, The Legend of Telaga Warna, Surabaya, etc. and fable such as: A 
Fox and A Crane, Eagles in a storm, The Ant and The Grasshopper, The Singing 
Hippo, etc. another story like Sand and Stone, The Wind and The Sun, and The 
Magic Window.  
Volunteer used a doll to help him tell the story; sometimes he tells the story with 
action that called body language. It can make children enjoy the story in a long 
time so volunteer can give the conclusion of the story. Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu 
makes retelling story competition in special day like Kartini day, Independent day, 
and Literacy day. Mr. Onok as a founder of this community wants to makes a 
good improvement especially in skill and creativity of children. He is believes that 
one of children has a potential from their skill or creativity. However, parents 
around the Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu careless in a first time he introduce this 
community. Now, He can show the benefit of Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu not only 
library that full of book but also community as developer of children potential. 
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FIELD-NOTE 
Nomor   : 06 
Waktu   : Minggu, 11 March 2018  
Tempat  : Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu 
     Krapyak, Pucangan, Kartasura, Sukoharjo 
Traditional Games 
Mr. Aris as co-founder of Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu modified children traditional 
game for learn English language. Besides that, he also try to ask children speak 
English in a simple form like ―hello‖ ―good morning‖ ―sorry‖ ―thank you‖ ― 
you’re welcome‖. The first traditional game is Engklek, we know Engklek is a 
simple game without any property. It is used foot of people that join in this games, 
count of this game is numbering in English. This game need 4 people, when one 
of them fell down he is lose and get a punishment. There are 2 punishment ―look 
around or look at me‖, ―look around‖ is the person who lose must say everything 
around there with English and ―look at me‖ is the person who lose must singing a 
song or acting like his/her idol.   
The second is silent and seek, this game same with “petak umpet”. Children do 
hompimpa to choose a seeker, then he/she count one until ten to give a time for 
silent in a secret place. Seeker was looking around the area with singing ―hello my 
friend, hello my friend. Where are you? Where are you? I will to find you, I will 
to find you. Oh, it’s you. Oh, it’s you.‖ (the rhythm same with watermelon song. 
If seeker can get all of children, he is a winner and gets a reward from the 
Volunteer.  
The third is Jeblosan, this game need 2 group with 4 people for each group. 
Leader of group is ―mom‖ that must hold another people for protect each other. 
―mom‖ in 2 group guessing some word in English to Indonesia when one of them 
lose, another ―mom‖ can call one name to broke up the grasp. Then, the people 
must join in there group if he/she can’t broke up the grasp. It will continue until 
one of ―mom‖ has children again.  
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Mr. Aris and volunteer can make children interesting with the traditional game in 
this modern era. It can help children know about tolerance, care, fight and learn 
about English also. From this technique, we can remember that traditional game 
has an eccentric feel different with games in a gadget. We can learn that English is 
not difficult from that game also.    
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FIELD-NOTE 
Nomor   : 07 
Waktu   : Minggu, 18 March 2018  
Tempat  : Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu 
     Krapyak, Pucangan, Kartasura, Sukoharjo 
Handicraft 
Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu has a “bank sampah” program that start in January, 2016. 
Children can get a free book when they bring trash such as: plastic, can, bottle, 
and paper. They can exchange the trash every time that want to get a book. Mr. 
Onok collected the trash and give to the trash collector to get a money so he can 
buy some books for children. Exchange system consider with a lot of trash around 
the Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu. Volunteer used some of trash to make a handicraft 
with adding some ingredients: 
- Ice cream stick 
- Cotton 
- Flannel 
They show about the technique to make a mini dolls, hanger key, pencil case, 
vase, and lampion. Children can bring the product to decorate their home, room, 
and class. Volunteer sells a part of the product in online shop to learn how to be a 
seller in social media. The outcome used to buy a books and community necessary 
that can increase the progress of Rumah Baca Tirai Ilmu. Volunteer give a score 
for the product and choose a three best handicraft in 4 meeting.  
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ANGKET TENTANG MOTIVASI ANAK 
 
Identitas responden 
Sebelum menjawab pernyataan-pernyataan, isilah terlebih dahulu identitas di 
bawah ini: 
Nama   : 
Asal Sekolah : 
Petunjuk menjawab soal: 
Bacalah soal dengan seksama kemudian berikan tanggapan anda dengan cara 
memberi tanda centang (√) pada kolom YA dan TIDAK sesuai dengan keadaan 
anda yang sebenarnya.  
No.  PERNYATAAN YA TIDAK ALASAN 
1 Saya suka dengan Bahasa 
Inggris 
   
2 Saya suka datang ke Rumah 
Baca ―Tirai Ilmu‖ 
   
3 Saya suka meminjam buku 
Bahasa Inggris 
   
4 Saya suka membaca buku 
Bahasa Inggris 
   
5 Saya suka mendengar cerita 
berbahasa Inggris 
   
6 Saya suka menghafal nama 
buah dalam Bahasa Inggris 
   
7 Saya suka menghafal nama 
hewan dalam Bahasa Inggris 
   
8 Saya suka menghafal angka 
dalam Bahasa Inggris 
   
9 Saya suka menghafal lagu 
dalam Bahasa Inggris 
   
10 Saya suka belajar Bahasa 
Inggris di Rumah Baca ―Tirai 
Ilmu‖ 
   
11 Saya tertarik pada cerita 
berbahasa Inggris 
   
12 Saya tertarik pada permainan 
berbahasa Inggris 
   
13 Saya tertarik pada buku 
berbahasa Inggris 
   
14 Saya termotivasi untuk mahir    
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berbahasa Inggris 
15 Saya termotivasi untuk bisa 
bercerita dengan Bahasa 
Inggris 
   
16 Apakah anda merasa senang 
belajar Bahasa Inggris di 
Rumah Baca? 
   
17 Apakah anda merasa aman 
belajar Bahasa Inggris di 
Rumah Baca? 
   
18 Apakah anda merasa nyaman 
belajar Bahasa Inggris di 
Rumah Baca? 
   
19 Apakah anda merasa sudah 
menguasai Bahasa Inggris? 
   
20 Apakah anda mampu 
berbicara menggunakan 
Bahasa Inggris? 
   
21 Apakah anda merasa percaya 
diri berbicara menggunakan 
Bahasa Inggris?  
   
22 Apakah anda percaya diri 
untuk membaca puisi 
mengunakan Bahasa Inggris? 
   
23 Apakah anda percaya diri 
untuk bercerita menggunakan 
Bahasa Inggris? 
   
24 Apakah anda percaya diri 
untuk bernyanyi 
menggunakan Bahasa Inggris? 
   
25 Apakah anda senang bisa 
berbahasa Inggris? 
   
 
 
